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-had been in his mind for. some time befor~ he put her.to 
.:.... ..•.• J 
paper and from his Preface to the novel that he was most 
( 
. 
'\ interested in IS8.bel 1 s sense of her adventures have led to 
much critical speculation about I~abel 1 s prototypes. From. 
James' Autobiography, mariy:·critics have deduced-that the 
• flame-like spirit" of h-is cousin Minny Temple was a 
source for Isabel Archer. Another prototype was probably 
James' own younger self; they share many of the same 
opinions and enthusiasms. Among the analogues suggested 
are Middlemarch and Daniel Deronda. by George Eliot and 
Par From the Madding Crowd by Thomas Hardy. ..:,,-A- .. 
An examination of the literary scholarship written 
between 1944 and 1959 reveals that three major areas of 
discussion concern the critics. Isabel's illusions of 
freedom \~ere inadequate to meet the conditions d>f everyday 
life. She was trapped into marrying Gilbert Osmond by her 
..... 
innocence of evil and her inability to see reality. 
the end of the novel, she returns to Rome to aeet the 
! • 
At 
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,'j .·-· obligations of the marriage vow .and preserve her ·moral 
r:1 
' •. I 
2. 
- -- -- --- --- - ---- -------- ----- _______ · ____ - -- ----------- . -+-'': 
integrity, to save Pansy, and to avoid publishing her 




------·--------~. ---- ---· 
··but rejected by most -scholars. The Genesis story of:the 
,, 
fortunate fall a~d the pattern· of man's redemption have 
·been proposed to explain the . ambiguity; this was also 




The Portrait of a Lady within the American tradition of· 
---
the ·romance and to··., note the presence of elements of tne · 
I 
melodrama •. 
Critics have seen the novel as a less.on 













ultimate evil of human manipulation. The international 
theme has been discussed in many ways, including seeing 
- --
it as an opposition of value systems. The duality of the 
fixed state of Isabel's mind and her illusions of freedom 
is reinforced by the imagery. Studies of sexuality in 
The Portrait of ~ Lady have bl.a.tiled both the Victoria~ 
·•;:, ....... . 
--
' -· -- - . - ' 
genteel tradition and the sterility of American commercialism. 
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_ Portrait o·r-·:! Ladl,, po-ssessE!s substance and tangibility -and_ 
·· _ i~sists so on nmattering" th&t it is e_ssential to. examine ;·· -..... : ... _r...... . . 
,, 
her characte~~~ore closely to ~ee how her creator has managed· -[~~--.,_,_.-,..,.~~~- "-·-· --~----------· ----· . -~' ~:·: 
. :.,, 
. :,·._._ ____________ --- -··--·-----~-'-------- _,_ -·-- to · endow . her with such an aura of reality. . Henry .James·~ · 
__ .,,.... . 
concern with the mystery and depth of man's in~er life led -
him. to· explore all the possibilities inherent in the process 









-···----_····--------- : - - -_ ... ij 
-~--rnvesti·ng a personality with a defining shape and describing tt 
';-:·.,__, ...... -
1 •--
;~-.. ~-~ - - - - ---- - ---· 
I ' A. 
' 
. the changing nature of that shape inform the substance of t_he 
1) -. 
novel. James' interest in psychological motivation helped 
him to see that the best mearis of exploring an inner life was 
-_ to place the center of _interest in the novel in the mind of 
. . ~ . 
the protagonist. Isabel Archer's sense of her adventures 
is thus more important than the adventures themselves. · Her i 
real adventures constitute her search for her self. Her 
journey becomes a quest for identity. Isabel's journey of 
the mind deserves careful scrutiny it a comprehensive picture 
of her personality is to emerge. A pictorial presentation 
of Isabel's journey becomes the goal of the artist. 
The point of The Portrait of ~ ~dy is that this novel· 
ia a portrait, albeit not a static, two-dimensional painting • 
.... 
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A more rounded work· of art is achieved by the medium ··of · 
.. f 
' ~ ,. 
--- - . 1; 
1:' 
~.'. 
' : ' 
8 c.omposed of the choices, decisions, _and jud~ents of the 
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/- --~~_!'-~~~~;~~~,.,~~-~----~:,.dominan-t."'---tigu-:re --1-n----hit-- ·p~·in.·t·ing;-·.,-the's·e· :·· a·re·-··trne · ·--1ine and the - · L ,-=-~,.....,., .. ,,.,.,;..,,,""==· --- . -- --.----- . ~ I· 
. sh~pee Isabel Archer is. also limned through subsidiary 
characters, t1ho provide ·both the variety of contrast or· 
elaboration and the harmony. of p.arallelism •. Texture is 
·-···., i ' 
produced by eontrast·s: between. appearance and reality, · 
I 
• I 
' between freed9m and commitme,~~, between ignorance and 
. >----,--, 
knowledge. Metaphor is to this novel as the brush is to 
-
-the painter. The resulting cont.rolled tension of the 
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~t 
I·._·, __ ._·_: .. n-.. ... ·,~: .. '"·· [·,,\: 
-.. -- . -------------.,-,----- -. t· -~~-----------fundamentals of art ·shows James I mastery of the material "of. · 
t_:; f, .· 
.:.. ,-, ... 
' . 
the artist. Such an analogy between the portrait as 
painting and the portrait as novel is not at· all inconsistent 
with the content of The Portrait of~ Lady because, as we shall ( 
see, art imagery and aestqetic values pervade the novel and 
reflect Henry James• early interest in painters· and painting. 
This multi-dimensional portrait of a lady's journey to 
self-fulfillment acquired the essence of its existence fro• 
We assume this 
debt, because James• own criterion for the novel was the 
amount of "felt life concerned in producing it;" judging 
from the success of The Portrait of a Lady measured by his -- ----- -- - --
own criterion the author must have felt strong emotion about 
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. 
-~ scholar~ have done,. that_ the prototypes fer Isabel Archer 
. ;,. ·-·· 
were figurEls in-the auther 0 s-past;_probably she_ is_cdratm_ 
- - -
- -- - -- - --
- -- -
--- ····---- - ----------- •- ·-·------· - .-- ·--- . 
.... -- - --·-,------·--··----
------ ------· ------··-----~·c.·-, c···c-








:"~ ,:::.~-o:c~c<:,.,:.:.~. -~~~s 8·•··· ~oll~il}.' .. ~~rY.. ~~mp~~,. as Leo~-E~e~- as~e~~8-: .. ··-··· ·······-~-~-~.c~ .. _._j_\ a , 
· · Certainly James was influenced by other novels; as we shall · i 
- ... 
-----·- ___ _j_. 
.. 
see, the heroines of novels of George Eliot and Thomas 
:_'-=- \l: -
Hardy are most ,probable. 
· It is the purpose of this thesis, therefore, to .examine 
I ' - -· '-
the character of Isab·e1 Archer. , We must begin wi tp. the 
. 
. ' \ preliminary description other character from The Portrait 




Tracing James t 
ideas about ·rsabel :from his Preface, his Notebooks.,- and· _- .. 





his own life will help to fill in the background o·r her 
portrait. Finally, it will be worthwhil-e----to---devote the---mos·t-----
attention to an examination of the scholarsh~p, beginning a 
quarter century ago in 1944, to present all the depth and 
dimension the critics have seen in-- Isabel Archer. This 
discussion will be contuc:ted in chronological order, but 
this order will be violated whenever it is necessary ~o make 
the exposition clearer. 
. . . , . 
- - • - ~--· ,. ·- - ----- --~ -- - ~ --- , ,,.. ... , ...... ·-- ---c---,,•---• _,-_,, -· ,·, ····----- '-~ -· 
' "' . 
. ' 
_... ...... ' 
... 
- ... , .. , ... -·· -••. : _ .•.• _.j, __ ·-----:-,-..-~-- ... -,,c·· ,,.~-- - :c: - . ·,;:_. <,•cs,;,:··· --, -.,:,··'tic·.,. , 
. -.---- - ' . - - --·· .-. -.. ·--~ - _. .. ,, . ·-
. . 
·---c- -: .. -,·-=·· '"=-,:- ..,, -· ~ 
' . -:-·-·------ -- •--------- - -- ------ -· 
---- - - .. - . - . ------- __ ...... _ ·---------""" ---
- ,,c' ••• ,.·.=:=-.,--.=·•;c ... .C: •• -----------
• 
The Portrait of~ Ladll was first published in 
MacMillan vs r\;1agazine in London where it ran serially in 
fourteen monthly installments from October, 1880, through 








.. :. ~·~·. --·-· ........•. : ... - - ..•... ~~-'-· 
-·' -- ~-November, 1881. -- It was .serialized a 11orith iater in America--
The· first· British edition tt~s 
before-it was included in the New York edition of James' 
· werk.s, published· in 1909, as volume III. 
.. ___ _ 
James says in ·his·· Preface to the novel, "'The _Portrait 
. I . 
1 
. of a .., ... Lad.y' was, like 'Roderick Hudson,' begun in Florence, 
du~ing three months spent there in the spring of 1879" 
(P• xxvii). The' Notebooks indicate that this trip to 
Florence was in the spring of 1880. · James says, "At that . 
e·xquisi te Bellosguardo at the. Hotel de 1 1 Arno in a room in 
that deep recess, in the front, I began The Portrait of a· 
Lady -- that is, I took up, and worked over, an old 
beginning made long before. 114 Leon Edel remarks that 
James' intention to write a new, long novel was 
in the New York Tribune on August 5, 1879.5 
At the beginning of the novel Isabel Archer is 
• described in a playfully ironic, yet ~ffectionate, tone 
-








. -~ ..... "'"' .. ~,_,. .. _,._._...._. ---·- ______ ., __ - ~---
4. -.. ---
~ . that·· escapes paraphrase. As her aunt, Mrs. Touchett, meets 
Isabel, her niece has shut herself up in a small room in 
·her Albany home and is trying to force her somewhat vagabond 
mind to trudge the sandy plains of a history of German ·thought. 
If such a history had included the German philosopher Immanuel 
Kant, such a choice lflould explain a good deal about Isabel 













·-·_·: · completed co~s.~ious-ness wit~ happiness and stressed the· _ . . . . . . ·_.'_ ' ' . . '. . ; -_ . - - - ,-----------~---- ~ 
-· --·-·------. ------------·····------------·-----·-------- -·----------- . ------· .. --- .--- .-------··-------·---'._____ - ---- ---- -- -----· ·------------···---------·- --·--·--·-·-----·-·-- -- --·--------- ---- --. - - ----- - - - -::- --- ---- - - ---- -- --- ·------.. : 
freedom of human action grounded in moral principles. Not 
a 
-·----.--·,-------- ---------··· --·----·-~-- ' -------------- •-·· ----------- . . ------- ---- - . ----- .. -.-· ···, -·-· -- .. -- ----- ----·---·- -------------- ·······---·· ---·----- ---- ·····--- -· .. 
. 
that Isabel would.have underst9.od Kant; James tells us 
' 
• . 
. . a . ,. her thoughts Were .& "tangle, Of .vague 0UtlineS 81 (po49) • 
.. 
-· . ~ .. 
_,,, 




I •-· , •. , 
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Isabel defines happiness as "A swift carriage, of a dark 
night, rattling with four horses over roads that ·one can't_ 
... 
·· se·e" · (p.164). -She thin~s in such fuzzy terms because··---of. · 
her inexperience.__ Two· Isabels a.re expressed here; she 
speaks to others and sees herself in one way, and James 
and the ·reader hear and see her in another light. She does 
not always mean what she says. 
Isabel has an over-active imagination and lacks the 
exp·erience grounded in reality to check that imagination. 
She has an inquisitive and keen mind and is intensely 
I 
curious about life. Her world consists of theories, dream.a, 
and romantic illusions. Isabel wished to regard the world 
•as a place of brightness, of free expansion, of irresistible 
action," and yet had the feeling that the unpleasant aspects 
of life had been missing from her experience; such aspects 
seemed to be important, even ins~ructive, or at least 
interesting, to the heroines of the novels she had read -·:. 
. 
an example of James' ironic tone. She feels her own nature 
baa a garden-like quality, that introspection was an exercise 
in the open air, and that "a visit to the recesses of one's 
spirlt was hara.less when one returned from it with a ~apful 
- ~-
,j ·- . ·e:• ":;:----.--
,~~ -- --
. ·= ~--- -"'!::=:l..l = . 
c' .• 
- - --·- . --
'I 
- . I 
•~~---. -------~--~:--~.--_. :c--~~---·-------_·:"'"'··-·· -"·~·----~------~---.. ·._·-"-c.·· •..... --~:~-···-· _- '.___ -~--~-· ---~--~ .. ~--~7------· ":._ ___ c"'.,~------------~-'-----·----,------ - -•• ~.-~------~ ~-~ 8-··-·· ··· •··· ··.····· J 
. ' 
~-
· of roses"- (p.52). __ She also realizes that some"' natures are 
---··----- -------·----------------------------·----~- -------------- -




---------------------- --- -_-. .. .._.-- ir'f-tb.fis ····rasnron ~ ----James t-eirs~ us ,-"She· was~~OOjiOung~too ~--·-··----------· ~ 
,' ._ -· 
~-. ·-----. ·-· .. ··--·-
' ' 
. -·- - .. '• .... , . -- . __ --- -~----- ~--~~-- --- -~-- --~ . 
----. ·- -- - -- - ---- . -· -- - ' """:\. __ 
.; - - -
· impatient to l;\.ve, too unacquainted with pain" (Pe ~3~~· , I 
~--rsa.1>e-i-spent·-a-goocr :de&1-or-·t1111e--th1Ilkiiig ibOUf.i'lerSe1f'·~. ---~ . 1 
, and was always planning her development -- mere of James• ~ 
Q 





-------------------- - -} 
¥% i-1 t; 
rr 
""'. the m.ost·-.pleasant impression she ·should produce; she, wo~ld~-----~ ~--~--- :-f 
be what she appeared, and she would appear what she was" 
(p.50). Her· .worst fear is that she- should appear to be 
narrow-minded; next t_o that she feared she should really be 





• I J f 
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dualis:m in Isabel; her "unquenchable desire to think weil · - · (i 
~ ,. 
' t," of'. herself" (p.49) allows the reader to Smile at her ,, 
naivet{ and yet recognize her capacity for expansion ef' ---' ·· f 
consciousness. 
At twenty-two Isabel is still unaarried and is very 
proud of her independence. Among her collection of 
theories on the subject of marriage is .the vulgarity of 
,· 
thinking too much about possible husbands. James says, 
•neep in her soul -- it was the deepest thing there -- lay-
. 
J. . . . ~ 






a belief that ~f a certain light should d_awn she could give&, ·,, 
herself completely; but this image, on the whole, was too 
. 
. .,, . 
formidable to be attractive" (p.52). Her reflections on 


















- ~ •. ..,..._:__..........-___ . . ·.--.-------·---- ,-r----'" '- .. · ••• · ··-:---···-----·-·---~--- . 9- - -. - . -
-~------·----------~-· ...:__~-----::--- . ---_------- -
-·---------........-----~--------~ • ,_·.-.. ~---~------ .------·- L 
. . 
-- ----- ---- ----- --·····-·- ----- .... 
_.:.-: 
••w•-••·· 
:-, "':'·~ . 
----~-----··-----·-·------- - . ~. ·- ·--_- ---
. I 
.. --- / 
. J., __  --··-··-~ 
• , ... ·1·._ 
l Altogether, with her meagre knowledge, her inf-lated ideals,-·her confidence···· at··ot1ce ···· - --.------~-
,.innocent and dopatic, _her temper at once 
·. exacting and ·indulgent S) her mixture of 
.. ;· . 
~----~· - ·-----· - . 
·; curios~ ty and f~~-~;_g_~Q~~n.e_s fS_a ____ o~ ____ Jzi~a ..c_i_t,y.~,--an~--~·----·-~- . .. . ~~ ---· ~:~. . -~--
c, • .·-~-1ndi-f f erence f)--he r desire to look very ,,ell and · 
to be if possible even better$ her determination 
to see l) to try, to -knoi1 l'> her combination of the· 
delicate.9 desultory, flamecalike spirit and the 
eager and personal creature of conditions: she 
would be an easy victim of scientific criticism 
.,..;-_--
... ~-·· -----
~~~---,----if ___ s_he _·were .. n.ot- in-tended-·1to -·-awaken ·:on----the·C-~-- ->----~~.,_____,_~............,..~-, ~~ reader 8 s part an impulse mo.re tender and· more·---·, 
purely expectant (Po 50) . . 
. ~ So this young girl with her high spirits, eager mind, 
·great capacity for growth and inexperience is brought by 
Mrs. Touchett from America--to England to confront, or 
I 
-- - -- ----·--~ ~-- -------. - . . . -
--------·· ----------- -----· -- ------ --affront, her destiny. 
~·:1 
-·· 
--~ "". - ., 
-------- . ~-
I 
This is Isabel Archer as James presents her to the. 
reader at the opening of the action of the novel. The next 
important question we must consider is how James conceived 
the idea for her. For this we must turn to his Preface to 
-the novel. James te11·s' us that the germ of his idea did 
not come in terms of plot or set of relations or situations, 
but"··· in the sense of a single character, the character 
, 
and aspect of a particular engaging young woman, to which 
all the usual elements of a )subject,' certainly of a·setting, 
were to need to be super-added 11 (P. xxix}. 
-James goes on to say that the one measure of the worth 
of a given subject is whether it is valid and genuine and 
- sincere. Is it the result of some direct impression or 
,. 
""' "' •~ .. 
,, l.. ··, ..... . t. ,: 
.. 
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· "on the Mount of felt life concerned in p~oducing it11 (poxxxi). 
-·. , --- -- .. --· . --~· -' .. ' - .-·· .. - c------·'--.. - ----------- .. -- -----·-- ----· .. -
- ----------- ---- -----
____ ........ ·----·- - c;- .·-·:-- ---- ---···----· -------· ·-----··-·-c---· ----·,:- -· -,----- -.-- ---- -~---·-·- _-_-:-::::c~·-=-: 
· In- Jam.es 8 . ensuing discussion of the house of fiction, h~ 
••• 
i 
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watcher in the window is the individual consciousness of the 
' 
artist as he looks down on the. human scene.· 
- - ----------~~------
- --· --·------ ---- - -----
-In the Preface, James ·says that his first move toward his 
.. 
.. ··---··· . ----· ~-~-
-~------'------~---·--..,.---~-~~------~-~--- ---- --· -- ---~---~· -.~--. -~-----. -· --'---------------------~-· -.--- =-----------.. -.. -~--. -: r- -
novel was his "grasp of a single · character" (Po xxxii), , , and he 
refuses to retrace.his acquisition of Isabel Arcner. "Enough · 
that I was, as seemed to me, in complete possession of it, 
that I ha~, been so for a long time, that this had made it 
familiar and y~t had.not blurred its charm, and that all 
-~~ -----------
. ' 
. - - .. .,. -·. - ------------.-------- . - -- . 
urgently, a1·1 tormentingly, I saw it in motion and, so t .. o 
~,... ..... .. 
unspeak, in transit. This amounts to saying that I saw it 
as bent upon its fate -- some fate or other;- which, among 
the possibilities, being precisely the question" (P. xxx111 ) .• 
To recover the possession of his dominant figure would be to 
retrace the growth of James' imagination, for here Isabel 
Archer is detained, preserved, and protected and from here 
,) 
she draws her vivacity. His character is a treasure he would 
rather lock up than commit to vulgar hands • 
-- -· - - - - ••• <-- • .. .• ,,~- -- - "":\ 
------- _._--,._c ___ --"-"-~, • 
·-~"4- . " 
"The point-is:, however, that this single small corner-
----- '" ---..~!"=·::_ -
stone, the conception of a certain young woman affronting 
her destiny, had b~gun with being all my outfit for the large . 
building of 'The Portrait of a Lady.'" Of his problem or 
constructing a house for his young feminine nature, Jam.ea 
.. 
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- . .. . -:. . . 
. . . . . . 
. . 
· · _ · ·_ .· _. __ · ·_: __ .... ·......... . · : - -· By what process of logical accretion . . •. ~·· - ... · · · .. · : _ 
===-.--:::.::.-:::.:::._ . --- _-.. ~.-- ----. ~--~-----~----.,.~----~---~==~W&S--~-i;:hf:s-~SXit~fit:::::~tlp·ers·on&l-f.ty » ~u~~the · __ mere:= ....... _~:: ____ ~---··· ·. ---~~-~~-:-~----L-~-· ..• •· .. -====~~-:~~-:: 
. slim shade .. of an intelligent but 
., .· . . _ presumptuous girl.9 to find itself endowed · ~ 
-
/IJ. .· __.... · ..... ___;_ .... · , ....1...~~~ ~---· .. J~~h_s:.~-~~~,-~_!_~J, ~-~-~~~b~~e~~- 2~~ ~~J§~~-j~c~~-!--~~~~ ~ = _ ~--' -- _ .. ~- c, ..... ___ ·,,.· e 
_--. · ·· . · .. -: ·· ···· ·. ·. · · - · · and indeed_ by \fha t thinness j at the . best,. 
would such a subject not be vitiated? 
Millions of presumptuous ·girls» intelligent 
or not intelligent9 daily affront their 
destiny and what is it open to their destiny. 
to be, at the most» that l:1e should make an_ 
~.......---:....~-------,....~-~-~~----......--,.--ad-Q .... abou-t-- it-?~-·-------T-he.-~novecl~-i,S-----Of'---i-!ts----~ve-r.y---------~. ·~~~~~~'----+ \.... · --- · nature an ''ado$) u an ado about something,, and 
the larger the form it takes .the greater of 
course the adoo Therefore9 consciously, 
that 1r1as 11hat one was in for ~-- for positively 
organising an ado ab,out Isabel Archer (p.xxxiv). 
The wonder, and the c_hallenge of making· these young 
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-. --- - - . ·::-v.:r---· -
.,.,_ -·. - --·- ~ ... ..,... __ .... --- .. - .I. 
. ... - . - ...... - . -· ... ·-
... -····--·-·-·---·-·----~------------
· George Eliot has admirably noted it --
"In these frail vessels is borne ·onward 
through the ages the treasure of human 
affection& n . In· uRomeo and Juliet'' Juliet 
has to be important., just as, in "Adam Bede" 
and "The ~1111 on the Floss n and "l(iddlemarch" 
and _"Daniel Deronda," Hetty So-rrel and Maggie 
Tulliver and Rosamond Viney and Gwendolen 
Harleth have to be; with that much of firm 
ground, that much of bracing air, at the 
disposal all the while of their feet and 
their lungs (PoXXXiv). ·, _,,.- . 
--The ansv,1er is that these "frail vessels" do matter, they 
111&tter to themselves; so, "'Place the centre pf the subject 
- .-. - .• .. ' " ~ 
•. -i;- ... ---
· in the young·woman•s own consciousness,' I said to myself, . -- ---··-::=~;---
•and you get as interesting and as beautiful a difficulty 
as you could wish" (p.xxxvi). James wished to put the 
heaviest weight to balance the scale on the sense of her 
relation with herself and the lighter weight on the 
.. 
... .. . ............ "'". . 
~-· ~. - ..... . ~·-r. . ., .... - ·~-
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·James' working lfot-ebooks reveal au.ch about his process 
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"placingtt·her; this undated entry was made.before he had 
completed the last installments. .,. 
,, ' J!i·· 
The idea of the whole thing is that the 
......:.· · .... 
.- poor-.gi-rl, .tv-ho ~has · dreame<;l o-f f:reedom an·d- · -.- · ...- --- ~· ·-,--.-'-'-----'--.· ___ · -... '· -·-- ...... 
...... -~ ... .--,L •••.•. ,,.;, 
. -- ! . 
nobleness, who has doneJ) as she believes., 
a genero~, ·natural, c~ea.:r-sighted thirig, finds herself in ·reality ground in· the! very 
mill of the conventionalo~ After a year .or 
two of marriage; the antagonism between her 
nature and Osmond 1 s comes out -- the open 
·opposition of a noble character and a narrow 
one. o • • Isabel a11akes from her s-i1eet delusion.-- oh, the art required for making/ 
-· 
----···------ . - . -·------·----------- . ·--·----~--------•- -_-- •' -· 








face to face with~ husband who has ended 
by conceiv~ng a hatred for her own larger 
qualiti~s. 
In his Notebook, Jam.es expressed his fear that the 
chief weakness of the novel was that it depended too little 
on incident; as the editors of the Notebooks point out, 
twenty-five years later when he wrote the Preface, James 
· saw that it was Isabel's sense of her adventures that 
counted.more than the adventures themselves. 
-·or his ending, James writes, "The obvious criticism of 
course will be that it is not finished -- that I have not 
seen the heroine to the end of her situation -- that I have 
., 
left her en l'air. -- This is both true and false. The 
----
whole of anything is never tola; you can only take what 
What I hav~ done has that unity -- it groups together. 
--~ -- -·- -----:--~<i: ~---··- - ~~ ...... •-'-· ---··-
' ... ' 
. . 
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. - .· 
·.·~. 
. . 
· groups together. It· is c9.mplete in 1 t~elf -- and the re,st 
may be taken up or not,· later .. n7 
' ~i-.:..-~·;t· ·. ;·~ ·":;:.:·. ···:' 
~' 
The whole· of Isabel Archer will never be told because 
. . · · the source of her existence is the unlimited imaginatiO~ c,i'( .. ~···.·. 
·_·::~~-~.;. __ -~--=---; .. ·- __ : .. -~-. -. ~ i: . . - ·, .. ------· -··----- _,_.. -~ . -·' - . -. . . _, ,, . ' . . . . 
::·~··. "'·.":. ····-·· ·••· •••. --···-·· •• ---·· ••• -~·····~-, ~,,·--. C • , . S, -- , - - , .· ~ . C •• - •••• < •.• ·---· ~--··.--~-·-·--y,·-----~-----,- ... -...... ., .•..... _,1'..,;'.'""'"'·••••·~.--:-•••·-.-·•-.--•.--•,,_ •• - .• •.-·•···•·-•·•·""-:~-.-,.~---------:-~--.-•.-~-:--:-·~Y-~---·.~ .... _.-;'"'-,_,<:;._ 
' 
~ ' . " . ' 
-~~her creator. As-we ·nave- seen---rrom.---tne-Prera-ce,-~James- had-------.· ... -
. . . t'( .-.  ._ ·- -
--------~-
, . 
carried Isabel's image in his mind for some time before he 
' . 
comnitted her to paper. He refused to retrace the process 
. of conceiv-ing her._ These factQrs, added_t_9 __ -~p.~_,_y_tY~!dn.~~~.~~--------_,._,_____ _____ ... _ 
·---'-------=------
.. 
of his presentation .or· her,. have led to much critical a 
speculation about her origins. Is she .James• own younger 
self, is she-his cousin Mary Temple, or is she a re-drawn 
heroine from a George Eliot or.Thomas Hardy novel? 
Fred B. Mill.ett believes that James endows Isabel with ... 
uny ·or the traits and experiences of his own younger self.· 
Millett remarks, "To a very considerable degree and with 
'-
obvious differences, Isabel Archer is the young Henry Jam.es,, 
first experiencing maturely the impact of Europe" (p.xix). 
They share the same eagerness for experience as_ well as so~e 
opinions and enthusiasms, particularly a distaste for the 
American Paris and a boundless enthusiasm for the beauty 
and charm of Rome. Millett '·also mentions an unconscious 
·trait that James may have shared with Isabel: "It might 
even be argued that James bestowed on Isabel Archer some of 
his own reluctance to involve himself in gross emotions, 
some of his own fastidiousness in the face or passional 
' -
. experience" (PP. xx-xxi). . -' ,.·.~ ... 
--
. . 
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· 1The difficulty of th:1.s kind of interpretation need~, -
·. ·.') 
. to be noted because .any f-1-ctional character ne~essarily ' ' . 
. -
- - - -
··• ·- • _.--:- j: .::-~.:". --- ' - • ' ... '. . - __ --·---·--:--·-- -bears certain resemblances to his author since he·is ' . 
created from that author's experience. Henry James was . ' 
. 





question ·remains, could James have had the maturity to ·. - ~ '--:-:::-.:~ .. - ··'"'-: •·. . -----.,..,._ 
" 
maintain the ironic and somewhat detached attitude if he ,_-
... 
~ ,• . were consciously presenting his own opinions?- Could he ------.------c----------·· ' -·---···-----·--~---·---·-·-.··-----·,·-···- --· .. ·~-·-----~.·-- ···-· -·-, .... ,.,. ~ , .. , .,,.···-!.-.·-·:··..- ~ ..... -:- --~-"--·-:--·~--"·"···-_-··-···- -,·---·--·-',._.....__.;. ___ --·- - -~-'-"----_.·.:- .~-::;.,._:_:._.-:;,,~--.... -.,.~,---··-···,i'•---~-- :..·_--.:_:..· .. , .. _., ___ - .... -__ ., .. .....,._---:~ . ---
- . -· 
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Leon Edel ·1n Henry James: The Conquest of London, . 
1870-1881 agrees with Millett that Isabel has many of the 
same qualities of the early James i)l-her personality. James 
endowed her with his own Albany background, including his 
own ,grandmother's house and peach trees, as well as the 
school' both James and Isabel fled ill rebellion. 8 · But 
~~·," :, 
• .,,., .... .. .•.•• . . -- --·~ -_i 
Edel goes farther than Millett in imparting Jamesian 
qualities to Isabel and discusses "a kind of continuous 
~ 
·endowment of.the characters with the aspects of their author 
and the questions arising in his lif~ even as he wrote the 
-- .. book.. "9 
- ------
.. :. ·'· i. -
Although Edel concurs with Millett and even goes 
·tarther, Edel's major concern·is the resemblance between 
Isabel Archer and James' cousin Mary Temple, nick.named Minny. 
Edel in Henry James, The Untried Years, 1843-1870, tells us 
that James' cousin was a great influence in his life and 
his work. Minny Temple spent the summer of 1865 in the 
_ -·u•- •• - ,.~ , • ;c ... .,. ,.,... •• 
- J_.. ...,.::,_,- .. ,,-:""... ""' ., -··.·,c' ____ __, 
,. 
• 
• ' : "C 
C •.• _,.•·••• "-"•--••:,0.-~- ......... -··~.---- .,_4-, • 
-.,.,.,~----~ -., . ·-·-···------· ........ _,. 
. "' . 
. . 
- - . _ .. ,_ - ' - . - . . : ·- ·_- . . -·. '.· -- . a. - . 
- . 
· ...... 1_; ·-·· -.. - ·•·. ~--... - . . , .... : .•.. ·-· .. ~-
.· ·. . . ·---- .... ___ : ...... ~- -- ~ .. 
. ··. :. :- .;.;::.-· . , .. ~· ·:· . ..: .. ·-
· White Mountains of _New Hampshire· and SQ. did-Henry Jam.et\• 
· Minny was ti1en~y years· old, pretty,. intelligent.9 with a sharp 
. .. .:_. , ..... 
play o·f wit. · In "Notes· of a Son and Brotheru James wrote: - ' - ~ 
Mary Temple was beautifully and · 
. · '. indescribably that (James' heroine) ~- . . - __ 1 
.:~· .·...----:-."--· , . .,,..,,,.._ __  -=--~~- ·_··; ~_. · . ~.: -· -~--~· - ~c-~1n·--~--the""-7tech11i·cai ~or·,---iogi~c-a:1.~-as-·a.-1:s-ttngu-tsh-e-d~~: ·.·. · _:\ · , ..,., ~-·., · ~' · ±· ·!" · ~~-,--~L ·. ; 
.. 
from the pompous or romantic sense of the \ 
· word; wholly i1ithout effort or desire on her 
part for never -w1as a girl les-s----consciously ,.,_ .................... '.···-- ! . _ 
·--,,~ or· consentingly or vulgarly dominant --- ~:~-------~: __ -___ :~- _ -----~-- __ 1 
eve.rything that took place around her took · 
place as -if primar.i.ly __ ilQ. . re_J._~-tion .. to b~r ___ aqf ____ ·~--~.........,,..,.~-------'--~~ 
. in her interesti that -is in the interest of 
·• ... ''fl·-:.: 
..... ,--....... . 
•---~ ·-- ··- - ---~- -· 
drawing her out and displaying her the more • 
This too 't?Ii thout her in the least caring, as 
I say -- in the deep, the morally nostalgic 
indifferences that were the most finally 
characteristic thing about her -- whether 
such an effect to9k place or not; she liked 
nothing in the world so much as to see others 
fairly exhibited; not as they might best 
please her by being, but as they might most 
fully reveal themselves, their stuff and their 
truth: which was the only thing that·, after 
an!y first flutter for the superficial air or 
grace in an acquaintance, could jin the least 
fix her attentiono She had beyond any equally 
young creature I have known a sense for verity 
· of character and play of life in others, .f~r 
their acting out of their force or their 
weakness, whatever either might be, at no 
matter iihat cost to herself; and it wa·s this 
instinct that made her care so for life in 
general, just as it was her being thereby.so 
engaged in that tangle that made her, as I 




Leon Edel says that Henry ~ames worshipped his cousin 
' ..: ::. ' 
• 
· _ . .-.' as his heroine. We might say that Henry loved Minny as much ·· 
··--·-·· -~ 
. .,:, 
as he was capable of loving any woman, as much as Winterbourne, 
uncertain and doubting in his frosty bewilderment, loved Daisy, 
• 
or the invalid Ralph loved Isabel: a questioning love, unvoiced 
and unavowed, and not fully fathomed. 1111 
___ ,_ ... ,., --···-~ ...... _. -
. '~-. ~-- ....... ,---~- ..... -~-~ , . . \· 
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Henry did not see much of Minny Teinple.1n the inter-
.-:. vening four years; he called on her to .say goodbye b~fore 
·· · · ·. he left tor Europe in 1869 G Minny was ·already very sick 
.. with tuberculosis., but Henry apparently did not know 1 t. _ . 
... ~· -•,G'\~.-A .. '----...-L-~4--•'--.. ·-----"'"---~---;"l)C;: -•C"-'"··. . •''- ~-~<" -~"---··"'.,.,• .. ,.--...,--" .. , .--' .. ~ J. ~~--·---". ":"· .... ,._\• ··--'.:.--•.A.-c.~-• A_, .... ~ .• -'-·-:·~·,-•--:- .-.L • ~-.~- ..... - .... ,, ----·~·-·"'. .•••. ''A... ... -.J> .. ,,e. ........... ~<t._.____j.__,.,,,~.-. ;-,.. ~ "> .. -c=-,..,.,~~~---·=•·--• 
. They corresponded frequently, and Edel says: -11'A.ffectionate · 
these letters are~ They are a compound of feeling and 
.·· -----e-----~-- .. ----. ~-... --- -- pleasant inconsequential ch.a tter, the letters ot a . cousin --·- ------r--.-~-- .. ___:_ __ . •·--···-- , 
- ------ - -- - ---
-
- - .. , ·- ---.~-·- .,.,., -
.._,____ __ .....,,........-~-~ . ......,,_- ·--who- had- -kn-own·--Henry from ·her earilest years. Decidedly they 
.... ,. 
.,. 
are not love let.ters. 1112 Minny died in March, 1870; and 
.,. 
James' feelings, as expressed in his letters to his ·t&Dl.ily, 
reveal shock and grief mingled with a strange ~lement of 
. 
. 
concealed relief. The flame-like spirit of Minny represented 
a constant threat to James' masculine self-confidence and 
reminded him of his reluctance to assert himself, Edel 
believes. Once Minny was dead James could enclose her in his 
memory, and she could become remote; he could deal with her 
"divinely restless spirit," and Minny finally coped with 
brought relief. James did not have to marry her, but no one 
else could either. "Minny was now permanently his, the 
-'I. . 
.creature of his dreams ... 13 
Jam.es remarks in "Notes of a Son and Brother" that Minny 
- . cared so for others, for their strengths and weaknesses; she 
I 
\ \ 
so wanted to live, to cling to consciousness, and the image 
of her fight with death, Jam~s says, "appeared so of the 
essence of tragedy that I was in the far-off aftertime to 
seek to lay the ghost by wrapping it, a particular occasion 
• 
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: aiding, · in the beauty and dignity of art. ul4 .. 'fhe amount of.· 
'" 
· life. in The Portrait of a Lady makes it diffi-cult to· consider 
····-··-··-ca::,· =- -==== ............. -~ - - a:=-.......... 
· · · · · it as a shroud o 
Whether The Portrait of .! Lady is the particular . .... . 
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speculation. Leon Edel in his Introduction to the novel 
cites an unpublished letter_ from James to his frielld Grace / 
· there was 11 in the heroine a considerable infus·ion of iny 
impression of her {Minn-y Temple)" but James has attempted to 
... -· 
:make Isaoe1 more rounded. 15 Oscar cargill'does not see the 
letter to Grace Norton as conclusive~ and feels that tne 
phrase "far-off aftertime" in James' rem.ark negates The Portrait. 
of!. Lady as the- particular occasion because the novel was 
,-··, .. =-~~- _written only ten or eleven years after the death of Minny .. , .. -~-
' 16 
-
-Temple. Dorothea Krook in The Ordeal of Consciousn·ess in 
Henry James states that James' letters to his family shortly 
. 
. 
. after the death of Minny reveal that he worshipped her but .. 
.. 
:i:_·-··'"·-- ---~----,~.. did not love her; James and Isabel sha:re at this same early 
.:._ - . .,.._ '~-- .. .... . . . . ' - ~ 
....... 
., 
stage in their developments an inability to love. 17 Quentin 
Anderson feels that the originals for Isabel Archer were both 
Henry Jam.es and Minny Temple and that this fusion explains 
the unfinished, and, in his judgment, unsatisfactory 




Whatever James' "particular occasion" was, and probably 
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. . like-spirit does permeate '!'he-Portrait of a Lady. However, 
-=====-- ~ cm=:,,,, --
· just _as the·gently.ironic attitude of James to Isabel left 
open the question of his use of himself as a prototype for 
---- ·· ner, _ so it· is difficult to reconcile James 9 adoration of 
........... --,----,-,.~ .. --- .......... '.T 
e-f Isabel 9 s idealisti~ and romantic nature. by pointing out her 
ephemeral _emotions, sl~nder __ op-inie>ns,-- and in.flated ideals • 
• '"'· • .,r 
... 
. " 
In the long passage quoted above on page 15 of this thesis, 
.. --•-· - -·-
· ... we have seen that Minny was James• heroinr, but not in the .. 
pompous or romantic sense of that-word. Everything that took 
\ 
"place around Minny produced an effect in others, and her 
-,"d greatness was that she did not ca;re for that,effect. Isabel 
Archer, on the other hand, believed that 11 h~r life should be 
I\ 
in_harm.ony with the,m.ost pleasant impression-she should 
·, 
produ~e" . (p. 50). iven granting James' comments on the transau-
tation of life into art, it is difficult to reconcile such 
obvious differences. 
- ~..... f:i1!:~•_ ..... - ........ ,.. ' •. - -·. 
A 
• II. 
,e have seen ·that Isabel Archer( proceeded from the 




Jamesian scholars hold the view that Isabel's prototypes were I-
.. 
James' early self and his cousin Minny Temple. ·· It has also 
been suggested that Isabel is merely a poor copy of a heroine 
from another novel. Some of the originals that have been 
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-~·· Gwendolyn Harleth · from Eliot 8 s Daniel Deronda» and Bathsheba 
Everdene f'rom Thomas Hardy's· Far From The ·11add.-ing., Crowdo 
I 
A number of critics have noted the similarities between 
::---::-~:·--:~. --.::·_-~-=.,-=.-_ ·---~ --~:~ :~:~Mfddl·emar·c·h--··ana:···The,-·--port"l!~a:tt··o-·t.>"f'""'a--·Latiy··-··r'··-a·s··--·ear1y··"'N.·'-a·s·'-··1·aa2~·:·--~-f_n'·-·--. --L. .· :• ...• _. __ ._·~+..,---""c-....-.-
•· • I I!. 
• 
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- '· • 
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a book review ·or James' novel, w.c.·Brownell pointed out the 
-·--···-•·····--·-•·•··•·······•-• ----·-·••••••-••-•••••-••P·-•-·-"'-•·-•-•-•••"'•-•,••-"'•'"•••••'"""-'"· - •·••••••••••••-••-•••••••-•Uo<• .. •---~-.-•••••· 0 ·• ;, '' . '• '' '•·' ,. '• 
... --·- •· ••·"""""'"""• .. ~'"•••·•·-•~~"•···-a••«,.•-••••----
·. similarity of the reciprocal effect upon the development of 
each other's characters of the Lydgates from .Middlemarch and.~----"-: --~---' ·-·. 
. . ·.··the Osmonds from The · Portrait of a Lady .• l9 · Joseph Warren ·· ·· 
-----~-- ' 
. 
· _Beach in 1918 felt that Gwendolyn Harleth. from Danie.l Deronda 
was similar to _Isabel Archer, although he pointed out that 
in discussing .writers so close in time, it is more helful to 
consider James and Eliot as working under the same ·influences 
than to discuss their borrowings. In 1930, Corne·lia Pulsifer 
. ' 
. 
Kelley, on the basis of a review of Daniel Deronda that James had 
written in 1876, concluded that Gwendolyn Harleth is the proto-
type for Isabel, but by the time James tunied to Isabel, ·he had 
, 
made her his own creature. 21 





















F.R. Leavis stated that James 1 novel was merely George Eliot's 
Daniel Deronda redone; indeed, Leavis claimed that James could 
not have written hts novel had he not rea-dEliot•s. Daniel 
Deronda is the superior work because James' irony, directed 
at.the optimistic idealism of the American transcendental 
~ 22 
· ~ .. tradition, is inconsistent and ambiguous. The two chiet ·· 
.. ' ~ 
. . 
'I 
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· ·_ heroine too much. and to.at his v1s1on----of her is incomplete. 
' . 












:tn~o marriage out_ of economic ·necessity. _ When he tu~ed to - f 
his novel, Jam.es characteristically remOved such external. i 
l• 
..... ~ .. -- ... ~- ~ . _:..;;___ ·--·· .... ··~---~-- - -~~-=?-:"·~~-~~~~~--~'"'."""'_-·-. -··-···"-·' •.•• ..:,. ~· ;q,·•·c"···c-. _ ...... ·-":--"""~~f'"'-.,,_-----:-••·.-_~ .. ,-"': ........ __."·_.....,.__,, __ ... ___ .... ..,...; .. -.-,":"· ... :-··""-~----"-----··--------•··'·--·-• ~------~,"-----·,·--·-'- ·,·-,·,---------'---~_,-_,,_ ----·•,· -,-···-• '·"·· - ,·"_,·--···.-·--,~ •.---:·,·-·•.----,-··,·-·---,...,,--_-"ce~.,-;_-_-,.....:._~,. -.-,:_ .'. .. -,-.::;~;~;"'·;~~--:_·-~---- ·:__ _______ ,~,-1 
.. .., . ... ........ •. . ·. ·. eonsfdei-ations from Isabel's· decision to marry Osmond. · · · · · · ··•·· · · -- t 
7 




by her friends not to marry Osmond, and still she persists 
After her marriage, we · · 
are asked to see Isabel as a tragic victim of eircum.stanees. 
Jam.es' inconsistency here is a result of his unconscious 
~------
reliance on Eliot. James --desired to produce an irony silllilar 
to Gwendolyn Harleth's situation after her marriage, but he 
failed- to justify Isabel's marriage and thus her later -
·situation. James idealized Isabel too much to permit hillself 
a clear and consistent irony., 
In The Great Tradition {1948), Leavis made much the same 
argument, "We can't even say that James makes an implicit 
critical comment on the background of American idealism that 
fosters her romantic confiqence in life and in her ability 
to choose: he admires her so much and demands for her such 
admiration and homage, that he can't be cr~dited with 1placing' 
the conditions that as an admirable American girl, she repre-
sents. n2_3 Eliot's total vision is more complete in Daniel 
- Deronda, and thus Gwendolyn Harleth is more fully realized 
than Isabel Archer. Leavis complained that the reader does 
not know enough about the "inward realization" of Isabel 
_.-.:~.:--·,.-·-· • ..a.,•"( 
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., .· 21 
- - - ---- -- - - .. •· --------,-·----·· ------·-
. - without de_tectiv~ work from the outside; James is ~o limited 
. 
and selective that ,,,1e do. not have enough detail,. about Isabel, 
...... .. .. ,C! •• 
· and this lack of specifici·ty is a result·· of James' not 
· knowing and not seeing •.. 
. .;.-=-~-·~L~,-.~~~--:-,·,t-~-- _ .. :.~ ..... -~--~~-~--~-·-~c-W~~----mu.~~-~----'f~,~~,..,.~.9-~~Y.',J.,~~~---~-~. ,. Lea vis, . standing ;- on · the . · . L- . • . 
:.1- - - - . -... -· -- - - . . -- -- -- - ........... --:··:-:.-:-:_-'."_. _ _._."--;- .. :-~.-:-V-::---:--··__,_---:·---~-"--:--···-'.':--·-_-7""""---::"-'-··-~:c--·--·-~,~-·--------~--:-~.=--·--·.----:·-~ .. ,--::-"_.---~,----·-:--·--.--..-~.---! ~· : ~~~·:-':--'-~__;. _____ . ....:._. 
\ ·-\ \ .. ,,.,.,., 
---.,·- --. ... ~--·· ···---~ -.----·- ---~--. ,. -- - -
outside, looking through.the keyhole like a detective when 
' ' 
we are having such a good time inside. Leavis keeps himself 
eut by his lack-of imagination and.his non-existent sense of-
•. I 
humor. He has said that Isabel does not know the na·ture of 
.. 
the fineness she is looking for.· Because Isabel does not 
know does not mean that James does not. James I revelation . 
of Isabel does not consist of piling detail upon detail, but 
in the careful choice of word and image~ The image quoted at 
,if., 
the beginning of this chapter is a good example: Isabel's 
idea of happiness is a swift carriage on a dark night, 
\ 
0 
----~~. traversing an unknown road. .. Isabel says she sees life- this 
way, but James has said earlier that her emotions passed 
, 
• 
away in the utterance. This does not mean James sees 
happiness in this way. Leavis tells us James has his ironyJ 
Jaaes .does, but Leavis has missed it. 
' 
·-------It is incredible in view of .Leavis' inability to see 
Isabel as clearly as James does that he can find her 
"convincing and impressive."., Leavis states that The Portrait 
of~ Lady is a great riovel and believes that its greatness 
lies in its harmony -- "the vital poise James maintains between 
diverse tendencies and illlpulsions."24 We can see that its 
a , • 
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greatness lies in its fully rounded charac.terization and 
t}l.at Lea,tis cannot · see this because he is trapped in -the 
-1.,,.,,, 
I 
r irony . 
. ~ more recent -study · (1955) -of the influence of Eliot on 
· · · -James by Q.D. Leav·1s states· that TQ.e Portra_it of· a Lady. is -
.. . 
. . -
. ..22 ..... . 
--~ 
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. ' . - . - - . - -- . -- . . ·-·-. 
. merely a diluted, sentimental and vulgar version of Middlemarch~ 
· Of' 1·sabel' s disillusionment after her marriage, Mrse Leavis 
writes, "so unrealized is Isabel's postulated .suff!!ring state,. 
.. 
that no suffering, no .feeling at all, is conveyed _-to us, we 
i 
• 
·are only presented with a composition of vaguely melancholy 
charm. 1125 Mrs. Leavis' method isto quote three long passages, 
-- - - l 
'"~: 
0 - M - ·---· -
. ' . 
. "'\ 
. , .. ---·· --·- . 
• 
,,.. 
·one from Dickens, o~e from George Eliot, and one from James, 
to show the superiority of Eliot. Such a critical method can 
hardly throw much light on the total effect of any--of the 
___ works, which is, after all, the whole point. 
Oscar Cargill (1961) believes that s·ome similarities of 
.technique exist in James and Eliot, but sees the most 
plausible prototype for Isabel Archer-as Bathsheba Everdene 
~ 
from Far From The Madding Crowd by Thomas Hardy. James had 
delineated Isabel as "capable of deep sexual arousal, he also 
delineates her as cautious, theoretical, and inhibited; and 
the touch is satiric •• · ... 1126 Cargill says that Gwendolyn 
Harleth seems an unsatisfactory prototype for Isabel because 
no indication of her sexual capacity is mentioned in Daniel 
.Deronda. In a review of Far From The Madding Crowd., James 
mentioned Bathsheba's "womanishness" and called her na 
flirt. 1127 Cargill also mentions the silllilarity of names in 
' 
# 









.· .. --,.:23· 
. . 
·. · the two· novels, Goodwood and Boldwood, and Cargill believes 
~~~~-~~---~--that---1n-"the -final sc~ne· of The. Portrait of a Lady Good"t?tood 1 s 
• . . . . -!""' . . -
; 
' -: 
___ :· -· . _),,.. .: 
. ' 
--· ., '-=-----~ -- --- = -
" 
- ----, 
kiss James presents the experience in "Hardyesque terms of·· 
.. · 28 
natural violence." 
) 
idealized Isabel with insufficient dramatic justification, 
but feels that Middlemarchj not Daniel Deronda, is·not only_ 
·the· source_ of The Portrait of a Lady,.· but. also -the· superior ·. 
-- ---=--- . . 
. .. 
work. Both Dorothea Brooke from Middlemarch and Isabel Archer 
. 
have in common the nature ·of their disillusion and the 
acceptance of blame for their part in the failure of their 
marriages. 29 James fails to give the society in which 
Isabel moves the kind of naturalistic fidelity which George 
Eliot achieves. Isabel has a more highly theoretical nature 
than Dorothea Brooke, and James has endowed Isabel with "a 
- J' 
receptivity to experience, a power of intelligence, and a 
commitment to learn from experience. •• " that Dorothea does 
· 30 
not possess. 
Levine feels that James tried to fill out his heroine, 
. . 
to give her the "inward realization" that F.R. Leavis misses, 
by placing the burden of the story in Isabel's consciousness. 
The story suffers, ,ccording to Levine, and it is not fully 
;-, '. 
realized, because we are imprisoned in Isabel's mind and 
cannot get at "the truth. 11 31 Levine thinks he agrees with 
Leavis, but Leavis is left outside doing his keyhole-peeping, 
while Levine is inside feeling imprisoned. Of course, both 
• 
l'-· ... - . 
- ---- =----- -- - - - .. 
-~ .. i!.~---------· . -





-- - -- ---- - --- - -
-
· .. , have· missed the .irony which gives -us Isabel as she sees -
·herself.and.Isabel as- James sees her. 




..• - - ~---· -~-.. -~-c---~-------- - · A.Ro )fills (1964) finds it inc9nceiva_b.le that Leavis -
' ,· . . 
. . 
· should have to resort. to detective work to find that "inward .. 
' 
James directly comm.ents on her shortcomings, all her friends 
. -
' 
. tell her her faults, and a number. of episodes reve·a1 the 
. ._. . . .. unple•san t - features it;i ll~~- c_~~-~~g_t~-~. _____ Ki_lls __ believes· that_""~----~-~-.___· __ ·~ , ... ~ .. '..----.-'"-•---~~-:----------·-·-·cc···------ .. ' . ____ ,. ____ ,_ _,.__. . . - . - -- -
- . I~&bel is such a seeker after perfection that she becomes a 
. ,, 
snob -- albeit a snob with the saving grace of a conscience. ~32 ' ····· · · 
,, 
When Isabel refuses warburton's marriage proposal,· she·f~els r 
. 
. a certain pleasure in the use of her power. Mills feels that 
. • t. 
p 
-· . 
. . .. -~-~-~---.. ---· .. --
.. 
Isabel never does recognize her share of the responsibility 
for her unsatisfactory relationship with her .. ,hu·sband. Isabel 
returns to her husband at the end of the novel, not from 
nobility, but because she has too mudch pride to let the world 
see that she has been such a failure. Mills feels that 
episodes like these show that James is continually pressing 
·home Isabel's shortcomings until he "exceeds the bounds of 
satiety. 1133 
--
We have seen that Leavis and Levine felt that Isabel 
is never fully actualized by her creator because James 
· · 1dealized her too much • By pointing out Isabel's faults,_ ···-~----------' 
Mills has sho\m that., as we sa\~ earlier, Leavis was trapped 
by the irony. We must part company with Mills when he statea 
that the novel is marred as Leavis says it is, not by 
. .. ....,.....-, "' .-• •.. -··-··--
g ' 
:.' )_" ' 
- ---~-·-.-.....---
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" . . 
· · excessive idealization of Isabel but by the. "repet.itive 
blatancy of the character portraituree n34 ·. The next 
·chapters.will reveal ~uch widely varying scholarly views· of 
. . 
-- ---- ·-·-----------
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. t..v-· · ..
many critics uould not have intelj)reted Isabel so , ,,-
•· -- ' -- .. -~-·-·- ------· .. 
d 
differently. - .. - --·' . - - . . . :,- ;: .. · .. ;. , ... · . 
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.· Chapter II· 
' " 
. t 
Interpreta~ions of the Character of Isabel Ar_cher: 
. ' ... - ·1 
. '\ . . . 
·.·· · · · ·· · ··.·· .... · ~ · . An Examination,_ of the Liter~ry S~liolarship from 1~~4-1956 · .· 
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We. b.ave been tracing the · o·rigins of Isabel Archer 
····-· ' 
through her prototypes, James' early self, his cousin Minny . 
. . 
-.. --.-- .. --~ ·--- -- ---- . ··;. -_ .. 
' ... , 
. ·· Temple, and the hero-ines · from the novels of George Eliot and: . 
" . 
•'·- -· -- - - -- . ' 
. ---- -,- ..... -
.,..J • --:· _I • '• 
.~ 
. - :::· . .,;_ -.-- --
~ ... 
Thomas Hardy. · Isabel had been held in the imagination of 
,her creator for some time before he committed her to paper, 
and the synergistic effect produced by his· .various sources 
is responsible for the depth and.dimension Jam.es was able 
to impart to Is~bel's character. Some of this depth will 
be sounded and the dimension will b~ explored as we now turn 
to an examination of the scholarship surrounding Isabel Archer. 
We will examine the fifteen years of critical interpretation 
be·ginning in 1944, this present chapter will consider the 
interpretation published during_ 1944~1956. Three major 
' 
. ' .. - 'J; ,, ·,. 
. -questions· a·b,9nt· Isabel concerned the critics of that period: 
how adequate was Isabel's view of.freedom, why did she marry 
Gilbert Osmond, and what forces impe]J!ed her back to Rome 
to her husband and step-daughter Pansy? Other issues that 
' "' 
proceed from attempts to answer these three questions are 
the international theme and the aesthetic views James 
expressed. 
•· 
• ' - • ./ .. t,;r. ~- .• 
·-'·'. 
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.. ··• Ill 19fJ"' in his Chapter, n'fhe Painter's Sponge and 
varnishBottlel)H "FeRo Matthiessen closely examined the 
-revisi"t>i1s-·-James·"--gave··-T11e---po·rtra1t·~--"-o:f~=a"'·cc])tdy~:bet11een the··----
c==, I, . . . 
flrst edition in 1881 ·and the Nett York ·edition in 1909~ 
'" 
_-_ -~.-- __ --Matthiessen· fe-~t·--that· -the··-~challges---J&mes··--made-··,afte·r·_--th~s-:~ -
-'":" 
twenty-eight yea~ hiatus reveal both, tne·way--James··--:noped 
would be interp-r.eted and the ways in -- which James had 
• I 
' Q 
~ - . 
;·, ... ,- .... •rr'·--.-·· .. ·-,. ~ . ·-r ···-· -- deepened __ his own beliefs about literature and life.. Some- __ .. ---_ : _ __ -----_ -,_ 
• 
-===,---c ---
- - --·--- -------· ·-·· 
_ .... 
Q· 
of' the changes involved Isabel's ~ppearance; many more· 
sharpened the images surrounding her to make her more -life~: --
like. James' style had changed drastically in the 
intervening years, and his use of characterizing images had 
increased. 
Matthiessen states that James wanted to emphasize that 
Isabel's view of freedom was inadequate, that she was less 
. 
aistress of her fate than she believed; one small change 
indicating this in James' initial description of Isabel in 
her grandmother's house in Albany was that the epithet 




a more substantial change that strengthened his conception ~ 
of Isabel• s con.ce,rn for freedom; he-- altered her reason for 
• < • ( 
refusing Warburton's marriage-proposal. Originally, the 
·-'--------:... _______ --~---- marriage · failed "to correspond to any vision of happiness 
' I 
she had hitherto entertained;" in the revision, the marriage . 
. failed "to support any enl~ghtened prejudiceC?in favor of the 
. . 
. . ....... ,~- ,. .-... _ ··~ 
.. 
- -- . . ------- --------·------------------
-·-------·----- --. ~--·-; - ·- -·~~ --·-~ --·~-·._.._...· _, ·-·-•·-· ·---·---~--~-----·-· -- _....:.,.----·~---· •. L • 
~ I I t '·•·, 
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- - - . -
.. -.... -, ... , .... , .... . ... - - -- .. ::-·.--" ..... , - . - .· 
' . 
· -... , .............. w~-.-:-Z .,.7~-- •.. -
·. ' l 
free explor~tion of.life." As Matthi.essen· comments, ~"The 
. . 
- . . 
·-· .'.;t!_ll .. 
, Isabel iihom the later James saw with so mu.ch lucid.i ty · 1s a 
. \ . ' ,, 
. , . daughter of the transcendental afterglow, · far ---less C:Oncemed 
. . . .. ·2 
-: ·•- about happiness· than about enlightenment and :rreedomo »» · 
•. :~-:- .. Matthiessen believes that even by ,the time ·James wrote 
···-·--: ... -: .. ___ :; __ ~-~-~·-~-~-~:~·c-:-- ---· ~The Ambassadors · twenty years after The Portrait of .! Lady, 
'. James had come to believe that perfect freedom is an ...•.. 
:_._,..· ...... "--· -~ .. -... --.. ·.·:· .. ·-. --:_- _· ~ filusiori, but We DlUSt &Ct -as t1iCnigh-We"i8l'e ~free.- . Isaoer ·:::Cc";' , 
.. 
believed the whole world lay. all before her·; ·James 
demonstrated, and intensified by his revisions, that when 
Isabel most believed she was free, her actions were pre-
. -
determined by the "romantic blindness to evil that she had 
derived from·her nineteenth century Am~rican conditioning. 11 3 
---.. · 
He.r every act was pre-determined by her innocence and willful 
eagerness. ''James knew how little she· was fre~,···other than. 
,. 
. 
to follow to an impulsive extreme everything she had been 
... 
.made by her environment and background. 114 
- - - ---~ 
Matthiessen has shown how in his revisions James 
~ clarified the inadequacy of Isabel's view of freedom; he 
then discusses how James made Isabel's romanticism cl.earer;. 
tpat is, her choice of Osmond as a hu~band was influenced 
by her ·romantic view of life. In the original version 
. . . 
" . 
. -- - --~'--··--·- --- - - . . -. ' 
~-------.--~·· 
Osmond's art objects were "things of a deep interest" to 
...... - ·; =·~ ,.. •. , - ·-··: - .:- - ' - •• ,_ . 




• • • of a rich association; u Isabel 1 s imagination supplies ·· . -· --- -------- -
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view of Osmond make clear ho:w she was -dupedo In. the first 
version Osmond "puzzles" Isabel; in the emendation,~ he · 
' 
. . . . 
"in.ystifies 99 here . In the first version. sne· appeals to_ him _·.· 
. 
. ....... - -·--·-· --····- ..... ·····--···--~_:.,, ... -------- . 
,·,-. 
,:._.:.:..:.:. 
••• ~< · ·.because. she is "as bri~t'sJand soft as an April cloud, uv but · .· ··· 
~·~·· -"=c=- ~· ··· · ' =-1:~t1'1e-· rfE~i-s1on~~sfie-r s·"'••a;s:- Blfi0Cft11~to ·~1us-··generar~·nee«-()f; ~ner-. . -=--~-"-+, 
' -·-- -
--·-----·-·-·---------~-- --~---·· ----·-··-·· .• 
,,, . 
'l 
. __ 8,S handled ivory to the p&lmo II Matthiessen .points out that 
"-. 
·-·-·-···---·----- -··-·-·····----
--·- ---"··-··-··--- . _________ ,_. ---- - -
Osmond intends to treat her as just such an addition to his 
., . 
and Merle exists in Isabel •_s mind; the revisions surrounding · 
·. her exploi t·ers make their surfaces less transparent to Isabel 
aand more obvious to the teader. James changes Osmond's 
. -
"peculiarities" ~o "perversities." ·As Merle introduces })er· ·-- --- - --
to Osmond, Isabel wonders about the tie that united these 
two superior spirits, and James alters the phrasing from 
"Madame Merle• s ties were peculiar" to "Madame Merle I s ties~· 
. . 
always somehow had histories." To make Merle's character 
more transparent to' the reader, James changecf'~a certain 
·!, 
nobleness" to "a certain courage." 
.-
. 
. --·· .... -- ..... 
The strength of Caspar Goodwood was also made· clearer- · - -- -------- · 
in revision because James added the whole image cluster of 
armor that surrounds Goodwood. Isabel originally reflected 
"he had a sound constitution;" in the revision she decides 
' 
"he was naturally plated and steeled, armed essentially for. 
aggressiono" This armor image cluster along with other 
-changes concerning Goodwood serves to reinforce Isabel's 
.. 









----··-· - ' . --- ' -· ··---- . 
fear of sexual. possession, Matthi~ssen believes. - In the last -
chapter,, th~ scene ,of the struggle bet1r-1een ·Isabel and Good1F1ood, 
James intensifies'":tsabel' s emotions, particularly by adding 
- ,. 
_ _ . ~- the d;rotming· .imagery. - Matthiessen points out that this _ - _ _ _ , :-:::::::-__::::; " .• I :...._,.,;._,,, ,.-. -:'! ' •• ' .~-_....,. ... .,,.. ,,, ·c-·cc•~--~-.· ·~~_..,._;~ . ....,c .... :'1 __ ... ,._ .......... '\---~----.JJ_i',.:-~ ··~_ .... :_ .. ~'b-_-----·~;·-:,A_.1:-.t--__,__.,,._~----..:...-.-·'- ..... --...... ~-~--___,,:'...,,"·--"-~--""'::• ....:,~ ..... ____ ,. ..... J)l ... "'.'.~~----:-- ... ~_. _- . __ ..,._,,'._..,. ________ ':" _ _.._ __ ~_, __ ........ _,. ______ •• ~ •• - •• •.v.-, ... ,-A-~-..........--~~-.,.-,--~--- ·:_, ... ,...., ... ,,_....,,-'.'-~-·---·-----r 
• > 
• - • 
\ 
' - «. addition shows James I awareness of how I·sabel has remained 
"essentially virginal" in spite of her marriage; it is in 
keeping with her character to feel a fierce attraction, -aD:d-
____________ , ----------~---- ... ·-· --- •------
·-
.. ,,._ . _,.. ·•,:. ,,; ,.,:.,._.:; 
, ..... . 
Matthiessen believes that the ending of the nov~l has 
that.· James believed in the rightness of Isabel I s decision to 
"' 
·_ return to her husband, since we no longer accept the same 
strictness of the marriage vow, the·novel is merely a period 
piece. Matthiessen feels this view is a misreading of the, 
_whole novel because one fundamental Jamesian concept that was 
sharpened in revision was his belief in the discipline ·or 
James intensified in revision Isabel's pity 1(or 
- l~ 
suffering. 
Mrs. Touchett for her inability to feel grief when her son 
Ralph died. All emotions even unpleasant ones like grief 
.contribute to the Jamesian ideal of the growth of consciousness 
-and join mankind in a common bond. Isabel's link with humanity 
is her acceptance of her suffering. Matthiessen says, "She 
takes on heighte~ed stature when James no longer says that, 
while she sat with Ralph, 'her spirit rose, I but that 'her 
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- . - . - - . -
Matthiessen believes that The Portrait.of a Lady is 
... 
' ' . : ·• 1 . 
Isabel t1'pught ··really an essay on determinism and free ,,111; 
actions were pre-determined. ·. ···:.- ~ The reader may ____ speculate . oll. ________ . -------------------·-----·'--- ---. 
what happens to Isabel when she returns to Rome, and James _ -_ 
speculations beyond its confines, and thu~ ___ create also th~-------"~~--
. 
... " 
illusion of wider life. n7 On Matthiessen • s part this ···-
speculation betrays some discontent with the unfinished 
-character of ·the portrait, and we shall discuss the nature _________ _ 
· of this discontent-later in this chapter. 
Thus Matthiessen concludes that there ·was no~ aabiguity 
in James I picture of Isabel; James knew how mistaken her· =-·,, 
romantic conception of freedom was, but he also knew the 
value of renunciation and inner reliance in the face of 
adversity. This is James' conception of the discipline ot. 
suffering, and such a view of self-reliance leads us to the 
next interpretation of Isabel Archer by Philip Rahv in 1949 
_______ in Image and Idea. 
Rahv states that Isabel sounds the E11lersonian note 
-- ----- ---
again and again, and Matthiessen had stated that she had "ail 
Emersonian cast of mind. 118 Rahv and Matthiessen are 
emphasizing different aspects of Emerson; Rahv notes the 
optitmism, and Matthiessen, the moralism. Rahv points out ,. 
. . . ; .. , 
,,. 
Ir 
:.~~- .. . . ~-·==·:----=' \". _--·---~ 
---· ---------- - ,-- -;. 
·.3·· ·2······ -~ - . , .. q 
. .·. k'··· ... 
... ·- --.--- ... · ... 
.. . ...... .... ~-. 
··-~· . -- -
• h 
. Isabel I s view of the ,1orld from Chapter VI of The Portrait 
. . . . 
o:r ·a Lady: ~11 she h&d ·a fixed determination te re@;ard the 
... -- . .,.... . · .. 
" 
. . 
world t£s a place o:r brightness, cf free expansion, of "~ ... 
· ri 
· •< · irresistible·action ••• u (PP• 49-50)0 Rahv sees James'· I 
·-~ .. ·••.·: f•~ .· .. ·· ·. =-=·----h~rress··a.s·a·rt~tiO~a1 type;thei ···ardor or s~ricans 1n·tb.;··~4 '-'··.--.·· ···:-"l 
.. 
• • • • • • L 
. ' 
.i .. _ ·-· _, . 
,";:-• 
. t 
pursuit of happiness is unequalled anyw-here else in the 
. -world. :Americans take happiness as a personal· goal and . feel 
that to miss· -it· is to miss life itself. Rahv believes that_ .. ··~· 
the second aspect of Isabel's_ Americanism is her belief that. 
· material things have on·ly extrinsic value ~d are important 
only in relation to people; the contrast with Madame Merle's 
.. , 
Europeanized attitude that things are an extension of one•s 
self reveals James I own hesitation asout the excessive claias 1 
made by both sides. 
Rahv sees the heiress·as a recurrent type. in J&lllesian 
fiction,- and the money frees her to make what she can of 
herse~f and to accept the moral responaibili ty for· what · · ~ 
happens. It is Henrietta Stackpole who warns Isabel of the 
I• I•,,... 1 • ,\ 
dangers of lier money in the light of Isabel's tendency to. 
romanticize. . Henrietta warns1. that Isabel is too far 
-
removed·from. the "toiling, striving, suffering, sinning" 
world that surrounds her. Rahv sees this as a "profound 
criticism, aimed, in the last analysis, at James himself, at 
his o~m tendency to romanticize the values to which privilege_ 
lays claim. u9 Rahv 1 s Marxist ~las is responsible for his 
failure to see the irony. Isabel suffers for her illusions, 
. . ' 
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'· 
and · The Portrait of a Lady teaches us more about James• . -
~=- =..........,--a:=== -- - ~~ 
" transcendentalism.!) as Oscar Cargill points outo 10 
--~ ,' 
Matthiessen sees the novel -as &} .. discourse on determinism. ---
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concept of freedom and her moral integrity~ Rahv also 
. 
· mentions the freedom her money .gives her, but his emphasis 
·-
,' ' 
is _on Isabel'sEmersonian quest for happiness and her belief 
. 
. ~ - . . in the exclusively extrinsic value of things. Matthies sen 
points out that both James ando Emerson took human conscious-
~~... . 
. 
ness for their field, and Matthiessen derit?es conscious!\ess . 
as the mind's awareness of its own processes. Emerson is a 
moralist, and James is also a moralist, but to James the . ·, --,_. 
.J 
""·•---.-., .. ,,, ... .__ r' 
aesthetic_ experience is more important than the ·moral-· 
experience. Rahv 1 -s emphasis on Emerson's optimism confuses · 
Isabel's views with James•. 
In 1949 Elizabeth Stevenson in The Crooked Corridor saw 
that the two major themes o~ The Portrait of a Lady, 
-- ----- -- - --
'':~ 
. 
responsibility tied to liberty and the personal cost of 
experience suggested Emerson without the optimism. Stevenson· 
said, "It is only because the concepts of freedom, self-
determination, responsiblity, and payment are in solution 
( in art) in James, that he does not suggest the mdralist."11 
Isabel's search is a quest for a particular kind of 
freedom; her creator endows her with the necessary bravery, 
a flexible mind, money, a desire for freedom, and yet her 
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r:. I:' .• • 
____ for her otm failure to find freedom in spite of the crude 
deceptions· practiced on .,her., because she failed to perceive .. - --
that feeling· is indissoluably tied to freedom and ,that 0'any 
__ .. _ ... ·.·· .. - · evasive hunt for. freedom, evasive of the responsibility of 
---·---- -
. . -------~--____'.], ___________ ~--·------··--·--·--·---·-------------~-- .. ---12,_~......:... __ __: _____ ....:_ ____ , ______ ----··'- -----,-- -·-· ·----~-------------· c_:_.:.; __ : __ -----·- ·-·-·-'-··--··-~·-·······- --- -- ------- ·------·------ --····---·-------r:..·----.C------·----~-....,--_ ----~· . -~-:-:- - - -
.. · · feeling, fails." ·· Isabel' is on-e of James I restless heroes · • · ··. 
~ 
and heroines, and the goal of all his~ represen~atives of 
this type is. the· freedom to be onesel,:f-· in relation to.· the 
---
. . 
world.. Resp.onsibility is always personal, not social, .in'. · 
James I world of ideas; freedom with its respon'sibility added 
means this self-determination,for which the restless hero 
• I.. 
, searches. -J;:,-o. / The Portrait of a Lady describes the problem of 
-- ---- - - -----
the individual person in the organized world; the oppor-
"·~ ,_ 
-- --------=------
____ _.,__ _______________ --•- --······ ·---
- - --~-··------------- -- ----·-·-----·------- --- - -- - -- ------ - . - -- . --- -
- - ,-~- --
... --- • --e·~--- .__.:,,. . 
- .• ·-··----.---- -- . 
tunities and dangers of individual freedom. are worked out 
through Isabel's marriage. 13 
. l 
I 
In 1951 F. W. Dupee also saw The Portrait of .. !. r.a·dy. as· 
a struggle for the rights of the individual personality, as 
Matthiessen and Stevenson ~id, but Dupee sees freedom as 
., 
"' ~ .. . 
- escape from innocence. "Her career in Europe is thus· a long ------·-----·-- · 
proc·ess of escape frdm'·•the native innocence, the ·innocence 
of imagining that you can do what you like, the innocence of 
' 
. 14 inexperience.n Isabel is a self' seeker, not in the 
. 
·, 




selfhood stops just short of self-importance. Dupee believes ~-~---·--·-
that Isabel returns to Osmond in Rome because she learns -
that one canno·t do as one pleases, and her decision to 
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.. . t'''' . 
- Is·abel learns ,1hat Jam.es already knett: that tne American -
J •• ~--• 
. ·, .... 
. 
-
·native.zest for life must be qualified by the limitations . 
. . 
.. .. . . ---······-····· -··-
t' 
of life that the European lfo:rld lea'!llmed lOng agoo 15 Freedopi, 
. 
. 
individuality, and innocence·'" -- James proved his skepticism 
I 
• • • • ...,:.,._:...;._· _· -" __ _:__ ____ ,._,_~~-•.--... ~-·-··•--'-----..... ~·--'.~,__:_·_,w:,,.---. •.~---~,:___-.---~----..-l"<-,'---<_......,.'-...,, .-~:<:-' --~ _.._-"':__,.'"'.,_....--.-,--- -·1-••.•-------"-:-•-I .;_.-"'-.--:-- • ~t'11'"'·'" ___ .._ • ._~ -·-...-..;..---••-"·---• __ ,_.,..,._.-,•.~ ... ·.,,_~,,•--·-~------·------•.-;~-~-~-:~--~~=:·___ _ ____ .., . .:......, __ , ... -.. • --.--... -· • ..... -. .~~---,---~·\ 
--~-- · ·- · · · · · of those qualities so prized by the idealis,ts. We: have seen · ··- · \ ' . # 
i 
i 
. ·. ·. ... - '· 
.. .. •. , . ..,,.·~·j·-;· 
.. •. ······-· .. ~-· . 
- . 
... . .. 
' ... .... 
that Stevenson blamed Isabel's failure to achieve freedom 





., . . -- --~·--·· . ·-~-,--·-·· . --~ -- ~--· ···---· --
' 
.. 
Henry Seidel' Canby, writing in 1951 ?also, agreed with 
Dupee t.hat the words most often used by Is.abel are freedom, . 
. . 
..)) 
liberty and ir.idependence, and he calls her "so American that 
only a new continent could have produCed her. 1116 Canby 
says., "What she wants is life for life1s sake, and, ~ike 
.. 
L" - . 
! 
. i 





for fear of missing somethin-g essential. 1117 Is a bel marrie·s · 
Osmond because she tires of her independence and longs to 
blend her new world strength with an old culture. Canby 
feels that she was duped by her American innocence and -
caught by her loyalty to the obligations of a vow, not as 
Dupee said, that she learned·the necessary limitations of 
. life. 
Arnold Kettle (1951) saw that Jam.es did not allow us 
to idealize Isabel, although Canby does; Kettle also saw 
the sk:epticism of that idealism that Dupee brought auto 
"The main themes indicated in the fira·t chapters are the 
importance of wealth, the difficulty of marriage and --
.. -~------------··'· --
,-
.. . --· 
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fundamental to the other two -- the problem ofindependence."18 
···-·-.-.·: ' . 
; 
. Isabel is independent, and the &mbigti.ous qualities of her 
" independence &re stressedo ·· Kettle agrees ~Ji.th 'Mat'thiessen 
Geodwood., who is almost· symbolic of America, because f~him 
J 
freedom is no pro.blem at all; she rejects Warburton because 
. 
. 
· she ,feels the limitations .of· .his position.· Isabel has· . · . . · ~~~~~· .--~--~-----~......:...----·-·-----··:-·__:_ ______ ,. _......_ ___ ------~-·---~--- ... - - - ·------------ -----~--- -------- ·-~- . . 
. -
. -----'------·------.---·--.',. ' ._ .. __ - ,.· -. --. __ .,. '-~---' .. •. . . 
.. -: ... , 
("t··. . , .. ' 
' . 
L 
delivered herself. into bondage, and that bondage has come· 
because she-sought to be free· through an escape f~om necessity.· 
This is the same kind of necessi~y that Stevenson and,Dupee 
' 
discu.esed. 
:Kettle feels that the strength of·the novel lies in·its 
exposure of romantic values, but that this is its weakness 
_____ too. IIWhat is achie.ved .1s a kind of inevitabi.lity, a sense------.-.--
of Isabel's never stanq.ing a chance·, which amounts ·not to 
p 
opjective irony but to the creation of something like eternal 
21 
~.es tiny." James stacks the cards against Isabel too __ / 
. . / 
heav~ly and ma~es The Portrait of~ Lady a fatalistic novel. 
How does a young girl so fine wind up with Osmond? Kettle .. 
finds it most unsatisfactory that James omits the ·whole part .. 
.. 
of her-life leading up to her decision • 
'·-
To Kettle the ending of the novel is a rejection of 
life, represented ·by Goodtrood, in favor of death, represented 
by Osmondo Isabel's promise to Pansy is important and yet· 
"some deep in1:1ard consideration" makes a.11 .. her reasons for 
returning irreleva.nto Isabel 1 s return to Rome, her ufinal 
-
. ~ .... 
,. 
' . .~ . 
- . __ - __ ,, ____ -·- ···--------···--.--··--r----------- ·- .:-.--~~,'--.-·.-
',.----·---~-
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· sacrificial tribute to her own ruined conception_ ·of freedom" 
/ 
. . 
_.sees the tragedy implicit in the' Victorian ruling-clas·s. 
. ' 
, . '.: J 
I,\ : f., 
f:-:<i 
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view -of -freedom» · is himself so deeply· involv·ed in that .. f(.; 1,,:, 
-~--.:.-..~~~---,. -~~~~~·-.__~~-:.~:.."~-,-~--
-···---·:~,. ••• J,· - ;. , 1_ • .I. . . - . · · ~ ·. _ · . -~ .. ·.-.--, -... · · ' . t\~f 
· ···.· ... · · ·· • · · ... · ·· .......... ·.· ··· .. · · ·. · ··. il1us1on-tha~1ie~ -cannot'1fSe~pe rrom-rt:,c ~111s-000K~-ai•e- ~-7-~-. ----c-~--- -·[ts 
-
. ..: -_,.... . . , · . _ . -. r:-;i 
tragedies precisely because their subject is the smashing · - f:~i 
of the bourgeois· illusion of freedom in the consciousness fi 
. . 
t 
-----~~~·~·-~---.------of-, charaete.rs----Wh~ar.e.~unable to concelle.of ___ £reedom i.n any · " ~- \!! 
·-~~ ,. 
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.. other way. 11 - •. His characters are all victims who reject 
life=in favor of death because·the more they become aware 
of life, the more they are unable to cope with it. Thus. 
James' good characters, who · seek. complete awareness, turn . 
out to be too good for this world. -- When Is·abel returns to 
Roae, we get a sense, not or··the waste of a fine spirit, but 





· a kind of "invert·ed triumph. t1 Isabel makes her sacrifice. ---- ,__ ["; 
·L 
'V 
"Better death than a surrender of the illusion which the -
novel .)has so richly ~d magnificently and tragically 
illuminated."23 Perhaps Kettle would have Isabel dig a 
. .tew ditches; presumably she would do some productive labor, 
rid herself of he~ bourgeois i11usion1, and join the 
proletariat • 
....... 
Kettle found that Isabel's view of freedoa was in-· 
- "'C---" 
"··-~"--<" •----;-c ---... ' .. --· -
adequate because James• was also. We have seen that 
Matthiessen felt we must not mistake Isabel's view for Jam.es• 
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background, and by·how limited her character was. ·Those 
.. 
limitations· are made clearer by F-redt Bo· .. ·'1~41llett in his 
· · · Introduct~ion to ,the novel. Millett. says, "Charmed as · 
an element of irony that should not be ignored.· Many 
readers, however,· have igno.red the shadows with ·which Jam.ea, 
. . 
has subtilized his portrait and have fallen in love with 
Isabel with the precipitate .irrationality of_ Ralph Touchett ·········-· · -
, &nd Lord Warb1:1rton" (P. xviii). 
If two of her suitors were irrational in the face of 
eaotion, Isabel w~s not, as Millett points out. Isabel 
reacts to most emotional situations with fastidi·ousness, 
-to every crisis involving sex with fear. She marries the 
least erotically aggressive of all her sui~ors; Jame~ never 
allows her a thought, much less a feeling to the birth and 
death of her child. Millett goes on: nAnd certainly, a 
warmer woman would have risked respondi~g to her dying 
cousin's confession of his love for her,not with 'Oh my· 
brother' but 1 0h my lover'" (p.xxii). Millett may be 




., ··-··---.... ------- .,_-.,,mu 
the novel, her response is bette:r·than Millett's. 
Two problems in the novel that we have seen concern 
10 many critics are also central to Millett's discussion: 
1 
why did Isabel marry Osmond and why does Isabel return to 
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• ,James had to emphasize:, her admirable aspects t~ justify every 
,, 
· . man I s . falling in love· 1:111 tn··Q~·her 9 . but James makes the reader 
- . . . . ,. 
. . . 
aware of her· shortcomings through the comments of her . 
. the world of illusions; Mrs. Touchett_finds her conceited; 
. . - . . ' 
the Countess ·oemini nientions her illusions ·of intelligence.,,_ ... 
Even Isabel herself has moments when she wishes she were a 
less limited person. ·Her ·decision. to marry Gilbert -Osmond 
,. 
is a result· of these shortcomings. "Her excessive con:fiden·ce 
in her own judgment~ her sense of her own superiority, her 
shying away from indications of yiolent passion, are no less 
weighty elements in her decision than her eagerness for 
experience, the liveliness and freshness of her responses, 
her,1·admiration for what seems to her unworldliness, the 
superiority to things material, a devotion to things 
. beautiful" (p.,~i v). 
Millett sees~ three reasons for Isabel's return to Rome. 
'· 
·she has promised Pansy; her husband has made an appeal for 
the preservation of appearances; her excessive pride will 
not let her reveal her horrible mistake. And, although she,·· 
39 
c.• may not have gained insight into herself or achieved some-
thing approaching a complete acceptance of her true nature, 
she does return ·to Rome 1t1i th two powerful weapons against 
- -- - ·-------- --------
Osmond. She knows of his duplicity, and the money he covets 
is hers. Millett has no difficulty imagining that "despite 
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. ____ . __ _ 
-- her fondness -for the hapless and hopeless Pansy, she_ may, 
from the vantage point of_ her moral superiority, ·enjoy -the 
- --- .. -- .
... -- - - --- - -------
-------
- - - -· ··--- -·· 
application of one or the other of her thumbscrews to her 
- lDalignant monster of a husband" -(P_o ,ocvi). 
I)_ . • 
"-.-;: -----------
~ .. 
Mill.ett agrees -with Matthie-ssen· tha.t Isabel .will· n'ot -' '~-~i;:. - --
spend th.e rest of her life with- .Osmond. Millett says · that . ' . . 
Isabel is-only twenty-eight and has matured profoundly when 
:the novei·ender; she now sees-- Osmond's lilll.itations _c,learly. 
. 
On his deathbed, Ralph expresses ~he belief that Isabel's 
__ mistake cannot hurt her -for long. In his 1951 version of 
his Introduction, Millett wrote, "With this insight, the 
"attentive follower of Isabel Archer• s I affronting her 
. ', 
destiny• can hardly disagree." In 1966 Millett revealed a 
more compassionate and less confident attitude by revising 
this sentence to read: "This generous faith, the s~:pat_het.ic 
-'>. 
-f 
follower of Isabel Archer• s •atrrontin, _Jier destiny• would 
like to share" (p.xxvi). 
. '' -
•, .·· 





Millett and Matthiessen agree in.most of their 
description of Isabel-, but Millett -sees more shadows in- the ~ 
• I 
. ~ ------~--·- -· .... -__, 
portrait than Matthiessen. Matthiessen believed that 
Isabel's moral integrity sent her back to .-her husband; 
Millett believes her excessive pride was. responsible. Oscar 
-----------
~~ Cargill points out that if moral integrity is her motive, it 
.· -----i- ,, 
will surely keep her there; if her motive is compassion for 
...... 
Pan~y, it will operate the same way. Cargill answers both 
critics by quoting from The Portrait of!:. Lady: "She could 
·, ' 
• 
l I ~ ,_ '' "1. 
---~---
~ --=-- - -
; . 
( 
• •• .--·~-.----- ·.~•0..C.--L7 ........... ,.~-• - ·• --:-:;:-·---•• -~~- ·,. •• - •• •:-;·..::..~ ·,•' ...:..._:}:.· • .... ~· • ~· 
.. 0 j 
. ' ~ . 
. · . 
-- - live it o,rer again, the incredulous terror ·with which she 
····had taken. the measure of her dwellingo ,·Between. those four ·- · 
41· 
~:":..-?-:-:.·.··~----.,~, ,, •' 
I. 
. .. . 
' . ·, ~ 
, 
.. , 
statement,. but Isabel's. In any case., it does not seem 
. ·, .. ·--, -------,--
-worthwhile to-speculate .on-the ending of_Isabel 1s career, 
' 
--· ---- -when Jam.es has given us s°\much to consider wi thi!l_ the pages 
. 





of The Portrait of !. Lady. \ · · _ · 
. 
In 1952 Michael swan wrote that when Isabel leaves her· 
------c+---- hus·band, she learns that Goodwood- st111 ·w1shes to marry her, · 
"It ·1s her destiny, it seems to settle in New England .-and~~-~~-~~ - -
. to reject the life which has Drought her such bitter 
.. -. 
' 
'--~, experience. ·To our amazement she affronts her destiny and 
· returns to her husbaria. 1125 The ending of the novel which 6 
' 
; 
led Matthiessen, Millett, and ca.rgill to speculate on 
Isabel's future is equally unsatisfying for Swan. When 
Swan applies his logic of h1unan behavior· to Isabel I s decision. 
to return to Rome, he finds he must question the greatness 
• 
l! •• . . of The Portrait of!. Lady as a true history of life and -
rather weakly concludes that Isabel is a special case. 
. . ,~ ·--·~···· --.- . '-
In Swan's view, the mo~a_lly incorruptib~ Isabel, in 
danger of being "mentaily deracinated," desires to find her 
o\.ln place in the world. This innocent desire makes her an ) 
easy victim for Osmond's mercenary motives. Swan calls 
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The Portrait of a Lady Jam.es' las-t .' full-scale treatment of 
=-
... - --- - -- -· 
the international theme for twenty years-; Europe st_a,nds for 
convention or propriety and America for naturalness-o Swan 
I • 
. finds that little real.advance has been made in the opposition; 
. . '. . · .· •.. · 26 
_ . the· 91p:roblem-- merely. gives reality to a psychol.ogical drama. 11 . . 
'•·······----~~:.-:-::-.-----~---.----------····---····------·--·--·~--·----- .~ 1' ' 
. 
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How much·swan has missed in- his discussion of the inter.;.. 




views; it is the word "merely" that· gives him away. 
' . 
---------------
---··-·--··-----· ------·------------- -····--····-·-·-·····- -----------
---------~---_______,_ __ :____:_________J 
. . . 
Q • - ... 
. In 1953 in· her masterful.· study The English Novel: Forni -~ · --- ·,----e- - --
-and Function, Dorothy van Ghent stated·that the international 
.. 
myth that operates broadly in all James' work is the typical 
i 
confrontation of- "American innocen~e and moral ~rigor with -- -------------
· the tortuosit_ies of an older civilization. • • "; and she 
relates the America-Europe theme to the. gleams of money 
shining throughout The Portrait of! Lady. 27 EurOpe repr~-
sents the symbol of the experience, including -.,knowledge of 
evil that Isabel must learn, in t~e process of developing 
.. .. \ -~~ ···-:. - . 
I . . 
--·-. 
-the finest consciousness, which Van Ghent calls "the highest 
• · · affirmatiori of life" in James' world. 28 The gleams of 
.• /,.. t\ 
money are the chief symbol of freedom, and Van Ghent states 
that the human correlative of.the money is the person who ia 
(} 
free to do as he chooses and has large opportunities for 
I 
aesthetic and intellectual refinements. He is to achieve 
. . 
those refineme·nts through civilization represented by Europe. 
Isabel's investment, her pilgrimage in Europe, becomes a 
., 
fatally serious spiritual investment of her self in and with 
f 
. ' . 
. . 
...... ., 
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the traditions of history. "It is, in short, what is ideally 
meant by 0civilization 8 , as.that word refers to a process 
that can talce .. place in an individualo n29 Van Ghent relates 
Isabel's journey to the Genesis ~tory.of.Adam in the garden; 
.. 
, .. 
-~·----'-'--,----..,......--opt-imu.m--·-e-end-i-t-iens--tor-----human .. -re~f.i--nem.en-t-s~-·.--we-:re-,.-&va!~a-b-1&-te-~--:----. ~-. ----~ 






·-··-~---.--~, .... --... ........ ...._ ___ ,, 
the ., innocent person, including a rare opportunity for··· 1tnowl-
. 
' edge. Isabel_' s naively American quest for happiness turns 
into a qµ.est for .l.ife, an.g literat.ure __ through the ~ge2S had 
._ _____ ._, __ 
• -- --.J.--,... ,-- '-• --~ ---------- •--------~---- __ _____..__L--~- ••-•-- - -------·- --•-'----~•-• • ------ ,•-••·•-•-·•--.,, .. --•-- • --'. --·-~-•~ '--~. • ~-
. ' identified knowledge and life. The Portrait of a Lady 
-
. 
identifies life with two trees. The tree of the Fall repre~ 
sents the choice of evil and the consequent tragic knowledge 
' 
of suffering and guilt; the tree of the Resurrection repre-
sents the expansion of consciousness, an affirmation of human. 





that "takes her back to Rome, back to an old evil and old 
servitude." However, we know that she goes back because 
the world of her own mind has been expanded; she has learned 
a great deal about personal renunciation and inexhaustible 
responsibility. She achieves a grea~er expansion of her 
consciousness through her tragic knowledge ·and· her suffering_. -
., 
Like a11 ··mankind, Isabel achieves the tree of the, Reaurrect·ion 
• f because of the tree of the Fall. 
----One of the major themes of The Portrait of~! Lady, 
Miss van Ghent goes on, is sight --·seeing with the mind's 
eye as ,vell as the physical eye. The language of the book 
offers a rich context in which to make this theme implicit 
in tt~o \c;ays: by placing the center of the novel in his 
\ 
... , ... 
• 
. ~· 






' heroine' s-·-.-~develop\ing consciousness . James could use insight .. ·. · 
as a complicationj and by setting the novel in Europe he . .. :- ·. •. . 
could make changes · in his . heroine 8 s perception of the setting . · 
become as important as the thing s~en. - An excellent exam_pl~~--L-~---'-~"'-1-"'~.,,---~--J-. ..- .... --- ~---··-------.,,.~--·--··-· ··- ~ ··-:-·-~ -..,--···-·:-~ -~ - ~ --'-~----~-__.__ ..... t-:-- ~'~ ........ ------:~---~-----... --..... _.__... -··--......... -- ..... ·----~----·---,~-~-~-~-· ...... - ··- ,,._~ _ _,, ______ ,,_ ------ , I, . . . ... 
--~_.,....,,,_,,.-: ___ , _____ -_ ... ____ ____,, __ ~ 
occurs when Isabel first arrives at Gardencourt and -is shown .,..,, .. -.... ..... ,,..; ······:·· . 
. -~ the pictures in the art -gall·ery; she sees tnem. a:s-."-vague · 
. 










is a result of her own ttvague" cognition and "rich11 sensibilitY~--~-------
Van Ghent then quotes from.a passage much later.in the novel 
when Isabel has learned of the evil that surrounds her in the 
·duplicity of Merle; Isabel takes a drive along through old 
Rome. · James tells us in this passage that in a wDa,ld of 
ruins, the ruin of her own happiness seemed a more natural 
catastrophe. By her association of her own secret sadness 
·, with the larger Roman record of suffering, Isabel has learned 
· the continuity of the human lot. The monuments transferred · 
from pagan ruins offered her companionship in endurance. 
Van Ghent points-out that now Isabel's perception is diffuse • 
only in the external sense; in the internal world of Isabel's 
- --~-·---~--~---





says, It is Rome felt, felt as an immensity of htJman time,-"-· .... ·-·-·--.. ---
as a great human continuum. of sadness and loneliness and 
~ passion and aspiration and patience; and it has this 
definition by virtue of Isabel's personal ordeal and her 
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In another context Van Ghent states that when man I s. C• 
' 
. 
. . . .... :/,-·-· ·-. 
···social environment objectively correlates with his emotio~s, 
he feels no need to go questing back over the past looking 
•-:-· . for direction or form. But·~ when ,?his trad-itional values no 
' 
~__.:.-,:..,.~·~. ·~~~·1-onger·-ma-ccn tli(f-ic"tUairt1.es-or··nrs·experience-;-·ti1E!~·thinkirti 
and feeling m&I\' s mind must turn inward and back over the . · ' ' 
.continuum of human experience to seek the shape of reality.31 
,___  -___ -_ ... -_. --· _ . . . ---------of--he-r-:---existen"ce-1------------..... _ 
.. ~.'.~ :-·_ 
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van Ghent points ou~ that moral &nd aesthetic values 
are non-utilitarian, but when one's values become useful, 
they- become immoral. Ideally, the most civilized man is 
one whose relations to external things have the same spiritual 
determination as his relation to people. In The Portrait of -;, .. -., 
!: Lady each character's values and perception of tho~e-·va1ues help 
to explore the degree to which he is civilized. Henrietta 
... -.. -~-..-- --
,., -- . " - -~ - ' 
J 
cannot see ·more than lit.eral surfaces; Mrs. Touchett is at 
C' ! . ' ' • ·~:' 
first comic in her aesthetic insensitivity and then tragic 
_ .. .._,_ 
in,her inability to acknowledge her own suffering. Merle 
seems to have a capacity for knowing how to live; she is 
almost morally insensible but at least has the capacity to 
know she is damnea.32 When Osmond and Merle use their 
- - . - -· --,---·· - ------· ··-·-· ' ..... - . 
aesthetic fineness for utilitarian purposes, to exploit 
Isabel, this become·s the evil in Kant I s second categorical·· .. 
imperative: the use of persons, the evil to which all evil 
is ultimately reducible. 1 The particular irony of their use 
() 
- - ---- -- - . 
--- - ----: . 
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·. -- .. ..: ' '' . 
.- ··- . . of'.,Isabel, a moral utilitarianism,_· is that in this. world of 
aesthetic beauty» the ugliness of. t~e explo·itation stands 
out _ more clearly. : 
: "". . . . . ., ... 
, I-· I' p I<" 
. •' 
~---·~-~Y~ .. Gtl~!l_'\i,_t.R~~-·~-'-1HlUJlt_es._the.--B:t.mc.tural . ..s-:i.gnM'icanee ~~---_ ,__ ·-,~ 
-- . of the. imagery and shows how so· much of . the imagery has an 
--_ · -_ ~------..,-:-:,--_-__ .-:-~_ ~--- Implied and extended · meaning because of its connection with . 
sight and insight. For example, . it is in the eyes.- of -h~s 
-' 
-------- ~-~--~-- -- ~--·-- - ~ .... --~ .. -.---~ --- . ---- --- ·- -- -- -- .--.,._~---~-~-·- -~. -
-....:...--___.,__~-:-~~~ '----~----~ .--···.·. ~-"-··. . . - .· ', . 
. ~ - -~. -:-· 
-
· sisters that Isabel finds her reason for refusing wa·rburton; 
--------··----:~----- _ _ _ _ . _ _]:&;~_1:>~:I. s_e es, Se curit.y. --but- -also -limit-a.t1_m1ts • •- _ -_ ~~~ ~:E"Jllor image 
~-~"'" -"'~~--~"--~··c1uster sllrround1ng caspar· th;-t ·M~tthi.esse~ a1so noted ---.-:·-::--;::.., .. 
-----~·--·- ----- ----- ·-
implies aggressive energy without the necessary limitation 
32 of responsibility. 
" 
_ Architectural images abound in The Portrait of·!. Lady, 
, ancl.this is fitting because buildings "are the most natural -
\.,:, 
symbols of civilized life, the most diverse also as to what 
their fronts .and interiors can imply of man's relations with 
himself and with the outer world."33 Osmond's Florentine 
,. 
villa is described in terms that not only apply to Osmond· . 
. 
himself but also suggest what Isabel found attractive in 
him. She is attracted by his renunciation·or life, his 
{ 
. 
; appearance of having those("-''deeper rhythms of life" that 
'-! 
she seeks. The interior of Osmond's villa is full of -· -- ------ -~ -----
. ., 
. 
" - ·-··-"-·-· .. -
4 • ., .. ,-
__ ,. I 
==- ., 
,. 
artful images; the whole scene gives an illusion of depth. 
Osmond's world suggests depth to Isabel, gives the illusion 
• of civilized consciousness. Architectural imagery changes 
- ill.• . ..__ I\:,.._ • 
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to-suggest constriction-and narrowness as Isabel realizes ~ .. 
'· Osmond's is merely a -surface:··_w~1rl_g. · 
We must- now examine two other treatments of the aestheti·e ._ 
· in "The Museum 1iorld" discussed Isa:bel' s developing awareness -
Q ; 
of the morality of the·aesthetic life, and in 1956 Edwin T. -
individual could be defined by sensi ti vi ty to the- h11man values 
portrayed in art. 
. , . Tintner felt ·that all of James' writi~g was an attempt 
to balance the material aspect of civilization which ··1s art, ·-
with its spiritual aspect, which is life.34 Masterpieces 
of art are civilization at its best; people ar.e civilization 
at its worst. The morality of the aesthetic life ·can result 
in death of the spirit, lrt for art's sake can produce a 
monster, as Isabel lea~ed, and that monster who believes 1n 
an aesthetic contemplation for its own sake can destroy the 
freedom, the human will of those around him. Tintner states-
that no moral value is ever introduced in a James' novel that 
cannot be referred to either art or behavior.35 




,-_ ........... ___ .. 
· · less important than the values for which the art is appreciated. 
. 
.. 
: " .: 
~-- ,- ...... -
.. 
• 
Does the individual love art for its human values, and thus its 
relationship to life itself, or "does he ignore with moral 
blindness-the true values in fayor of a sterile estheticism? 
I I , 
lsbd I I 
- -, -
.,.'-, ' - ~:. - -------~ - - -- _·-,. - ~·: , __ :: 
- --
. - . -. 
. - -·· -
Mere love of art is .no -test; the test is in the values for 
which the art is loved.o"36 -Both Bowden ·_and Tintner believe 
that Osmond_ t1ants to 'add IsaIQel to -his art collection- to make· 
' '. 
···;:. , ... •,·.·; .. , .. "·' 
her an extension of . his Olf<J'n ego or -a projection of himself. 
---:~, __ ----- :--:~.::i_''-.. =7:--c- ·-:--_- -------·--··---- _ .. • , •• , •• -'"'·"•-••••'•-.-•••-. ,....J- ,•><••-~"'.••.•• -•-• .• :,- .•• ,._.. __ , •.. ,_..-..:..,,~•--•'• •---h•"•'-"•••• ....... _.:,,_ •-••' ..:. •- ---•-.•--.~'.A, •.. ,,,., .• ._,._. •• ,,., __ 
-- -~ :~_ \ __ .' - - Bowden sees_, ~B-- _Van Ghent~· does,· th41t __ ,<:>'smori.d---I-acltsr~---a-·-:-fee-l-tng,.·--~----~-~~-~~·--~---------~----
I> 
for the lives of others, and that qsmond 1 s est9-etic judgment 
-------------· :----------- -------------------- ·-·- ·----·--·-'·· ·----·--------·---·---·-··---····---------------·---·--------------·------ -------- -- --- ------. ----7,c:~ --- ------·- ---·------- --- ----- -·- ---------- ·------··---- -··--------·---------. .,._:_, __ . -------·--·- --·- .. 
by itself is st_etile and evil.-_ Merle 1.s evil is lack ot · ~ 
6 concern with. the moral values of other·s, · al though she has 
o~-




only Isabel knows ~hat taste includes morality and feeling. 
Ralph Touchett appreciates Isabel not .as a work of art 
only, but as something finer, a work of life., Osmond fails 
~------Bowden' s test of loving. art. for its h1unan values .. _ 011ly Ralpp. - - --
passes the test by seeing that· life is more important. 
Tintner, Bowden, and van Ghent emphasize the evil that occurs 
when the appreciation of art is, divorced from feeling and 
moral values. 
\ 
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Chapter III . .. 
. 
. 
·- Four Interpretations of the Charact~r of ~sabel Archer:1957-1959 
The character _of Isabel Archer _has· been the .. subject of. 
"' 
some very extensive studies, in which the polarity of the --
·Views of the critics give~ some in-s-ight into the--- ambiguous --
... 
-· · · " 7· ' -· , nature of The.· Portrait of .! Lady. Most of these critics 
, . 
,- .• ---·· - -






agree that James intended and controlled the ambiguity. 
Critics have found in the novel the possibility of differ~nt 
interpretations, and each critic makes his own attempt.to 
explain what he sees as another level of meaning beyond, the 
me~e semantic content.,. The critics we shall deal with in 
. ·. ', . 
. ·~::;:..,;~'.~7~,~-.....:- ~:;_·:::~-:::-_- .-.~-~-_. - .. -:·3;;) 
this chapter attempt to explain the unfinished quality of the 
. 
ending, the sense that· Isapel has not been "used up" by the 
action of the novel. As we s~w in the first chapter of this 
thesis, James anticipated this in his Notebooks and remarked; 
"The obvious criticism of course will be that it is ncit 
.-
finished -- that I~have not seen the heroine to the end of 
·
1 her situation -- that I ·have left her en 1 1 air. -- This is 
----
both true and false. The whole of anything is never told; 











-- - ·- - ---·---·· --- ----:-Un satisfied with this explanation, some critics have . cO,c 
-- superimposed an allegorical or mythological system on the 
I." 
novelo Quentin Anderson attempted to prove in The American 
Henr:Y James that The Por·trai t of ~ Lady, and indeed all James' 
.. 
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-novels,_ are allegories as a resul·t of the novelist's 
. _ ~bsorption of his father's· metaphyflical beli_efs~ Lyall H. 
----~------ -------~-. --------- -
Powers 9 0'The Portrait of a L-ady: The Eternal -~iystery o.'f 
===-
Things" applies. the· myth o~ the_ "fortunate fallo 18 -------- 'Ot·hers- ------,-
place the novel within the framework of the -histo-ry of the 
_novel, either in the tradition of the romance like Richard 
Chase in· The American Novel And Its Tradition or in the ~ ,. ' - . . 
-- .-
. . . 
·:. ,-• 
. ~--___ _,_, _ ~ _.___~;;. -~~-'.·t.·radit·fon·· ·or·-~the--·mei-Sfdrama~--1-rke_:_ __ Le~---·B.'- ·Levy --in ~ve-rsi-ons-~of----:--'"--~~--.. -~------
• ,4- : 
·--.,. 
Melodrama. 
. ... ~ .. 
~--- -~---···- ··'---'"-- .------- ··- -• ·---
I -
.. -
. I. ,, 
In 1957 Quentin Anderson in The American Henry Jaaea 
·atated'that the novelist had assimilated his father's 
Swedenborgian mysticism into his background and that James~ 
use of this b·ackground made his novels allegories. His 
characters are aspects of the human consciousness. Anderson 
. 
:r.eels that James I later novels are complete allegories based 
on the senior H~·nry James' beliefs, but even by the time 
. . 
The Portrait of! Lady was written, Henry James, Jr. was 
-working out a system of ideas based on his father's view ot· 
the nature of man and the hum.an condition. 11 News of life" 
: ,.-c1s a phrase Anderson uses to indicate James I ability to 
treat a subject on its own terms, which occurred on those 
occasions when his father's influence was merely limiting, 
not defining. In The Portrait of!. Lady James' attempt to 
I • ~ I 
t;· •• t -
---, .. 
. ' !;' .... '. 
. ' 
;.;=- -.-----
- --------------------~ ----· ---------------
. .. 
": 
,j-=-._ --- -~-~----- ----------- ~-~---------- -- -- --- --- --- --- -- --- -- ~.... ·-- =----::--·--. - - - --- ---.--------- --- ---- -- ------ - - - - ~ - -------- - --- --- ---------- -·- ~--· - - ··-- -- ----: -. ·. --.-; - -- : ---- .-. __ . -···- .'. . . . - ·, ,,. 
-
r· · ·.order his ideas· after the fashion. of his father had taken ,_ -r . 
second place,:? and the ilne,1s of life" emerges and gives 
existence and life to Isabelo 1 · Anderson believes that the· 
. . 
·. 51·· 
--., - .. 
younger James' .failure at this point. to assimilate completely, .. ~ 
' 
. ,-: " ' . 
:...::."7.,.,.,.,,~~·.,-,e __ :,. < :~the ~syste'~ of his ·. father £8 resPonsi b1e Tii'+P&rt··:ror··i·he··--··~~:- --~~.--~---". 
. . " · .incoheren.ce in the novel that. other critics have called h~~·--·_. -:-: ··~·--:-:--:_~:~:-:-:. ..... . . • .' . . .. ·. . . 
ambiguity. In order to understand any part of Anderson's 
... .,.• 
. . . interpretation, we sha1·1 have to examine his_ whole exposition-.:.~-~-~---- .. c··-c-· 
.,~,...... . . . 
-- -- ----- - -- - - -·-- - . 
.. ... •-" 
(. ·- ~ 
··-· 'fhe Younger Jam.es was celebrating the triumph of the 
,, 
·vision of the moral life--that his father believed in. . ~-
.Anderson prefers the term "bootstrap myth" to the too 
diffuse term "transcendental" which attri·butes to mankind a 
capacity for insight into th~ nature of things so profound 
that someday mankind will become an ideal order. We will 
pull ourselves up by .our.· bootstraps and become universalized, . ___ _ 
, 
-
,.. " --- , .. 
and at the same time we will retain our individuality.2 
Henry James, Sr., believed that what Anderson calls the··· ~·-· - . - -
· "bpo_"t_~~rap myth 11 must not be grounded on nature as the 
transcendentalists believed, but on specifically h11man nature. 
In every man there is a special potency for some beautiful 
function which no other man embodies so highly, and this 
=--==---- unique function will someday be universali~ed. 3 The 
,.. 
.. 
philosopher also believed that mankind has two selves; the 
false self is the self-hood that we exhibit now, and the 
true self is our spiritual individuality or conscience that 
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duality in our nature represents a conflict between appearance 
. 4 
and reality •. ·His son the novelist acquired these beliefs by 
',, 
. ' 
the unconscious inclination o.f his temperament, not_ ~by conscious 
--- ---·--. -. . .-- .... ., - , .. / ~' ,' ~ 
f'.ilial piety. 
---------- ~mblematic of an internal struggle we all ~u_st, .. s,gQwthrough in 
order to reach this consciousness of the universal state or tru..e 
community. Usua_lly, Europe is merely a device to represent the 
function of institutions in hum.an life, sut::h as settled social· -- ... ·· · 





-~- situation·s, also called the realm of the particular. . America 
.· signifies the realm of the _universals, such as spontaneity,_ 
good faith, or love. Jamesian characters must be American or 
universal enough to have to account for the use one makes of 
any' experience, but ~lso they must be aware enough to deal with 
. ,_,. 
Europeanized Americans·like Madame Merl~ who have become aware 
of institutions and who can manipulate appearance. In a 
Jam.esian novel it is as though the apocalyptic society of 
Uames• father had come because the characters exist in a world 
where all modes of consciousness are cognizable. Whatever 
does not take on meaning for a·, character simply does not exist 
because the power of art is meeely an exaggeration of the 
power of life to create form.5 
The·foremmner of this apocalyptic society is the young 
American girl, full of life, who manifests in her behavior 
... 
the forms of our unseen spiritual self. She represents the 
promise of life, and she seeks no power in society. She is a 
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univ,€sals of love and life and create the-particular forms: 
the young American girl,·tn~ form of -behavior; the artist, 
Anderson states th.at .James felt that the 
nature of abs~lute evil was to m~stake the app~arances that 
···---·.·. -~' _, .. 
i: (: 
r 
. .. . .. . ·.. V 




_· . ~---·: _____ · --~---· ____ .the., ... ar-t.ist, .. ~m.u.st-: .. empl.oy ... 1.n-~h1s ..... era-ft----f.or----the-----r-eal-~t-i-es~---th.at--:--~----~-~~-... -• .·--·-- .. · .· .. ,.,.-· -------~f 
··-····-·· - . ···-· ·- ______ .:,____________ . . .... . . . . . . . . r 
. 
t 
··.underlie those appearances. The pictorial elem~nt taken alone· }: 
is static and evil. The emblem of the young American girl O • \ · .. 
. -·· ·, \ .. ,~:. .. .. 
came from James• cousin, Minny Temple, as he translated. her· . -
- ... ' 
-- .-------- ---'-........----,...........,....._ 
""b .from the realm or·ract into the realm of thought.7 Inthe ·. · 
• 
" case of Minny Templ~, James felt he knew the lady; others knew 
only the portrait. The lady always represents reality; the 
portrait, appearance. Gilbert Osmond is absolute evil because 
· he mistook the portrait for the lady. 
.. Accordi~g to Anderson, James felt that man progresses 
.£ •. , 
"\. 
-. --~-· through several stages on his wd,y to the ideal order the 
• • '4 ·"' 
elder James believed in. The first stage is childhood 
innocence when we reflect the image of ourselves that our 
parents have given us. The second stage occurs when the 
subjective form of childhood is replaced by a slightly more 
objective, but delusional, stage when we believe .that the 
world gives us our image of ourselves. The next stage tn. 
(l 
our moral development, called by James "the middle years," is 
a period of great inner conflict; we realize that appearances 
are not absolute, and we compress all our creative energies 
to prepare for the final stage. The last stage is the ideal 
order in which man is able to create works of art, to embody 
-,. 
universals in particular forms. 8 ' - -
. .. 
- . - .... _,::.-,. . 
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Anderson finds the ·_ ending·. of The Portrait of a. Lady . 
==:::s=:1-=- ======-- -- - --
unsatisfactory although. the novel is r&ally more rounded off 
·than it may appear to the.· uninitiated reade;ro Anderson 
explains that James has-substituted an· emblematic conclusion 
·-- ________ ... _ . -
,", • . • . " . . '. '•• • .... A __ ...__. ..... --.-~-...... - ,, ... -4.~ •. -~:1 ...... (-~-"·"~-------·-~~--:....o1--..A .. .!....- ........ ,, . .,t',.-:--"'•'•-...:., .. -... _,.. __ ...,. ____ ,,~ L,,......_,.,•---··---··••"rt._--, :"-t,t··~-:--'-;-..,--· .. •·•:-~•-"-'•-:;_-;~~__._..__...,_ ..... __ _.I_, ;·----~~--.. :---.--.. ---.-~-" _,J ____ :t.~.- _., ... _w __ .............. -, :----.. ~---., .----....._.---:-:•'' :----:·~:....._:,._ 
. --· -~--~ro_r_·-~a··-·a'r&mit]:·c·-"one; instead of . telling the reader what is 
·---·--·-·----·-----------~-.-......... -:-:--- . ' ·. 
.,., ' 
going to happen to Isabel after her return to Rome, James-
posi ts no, future for her. Nei_ther her wifely' duties nor her 
. ---·-·--··-·' . ·: ·-· ·--·- --··--·--·----·-·-··-·-·. 
···therefore, Anderson concludes, Isabel returns to do battle 
with the forces within her own pers·onali ty, to finish her 
. "'·· 
.... '"'l 
progression through the proper stages on the way to the ideal -~' 
order all mankind must reach for -- the bootstrap myth.· The 
----· ....:; __ -
first volume of The Portrait of a Lady exhibits the first 
-----------
stage in our moral development, Isabel's spontaneous subjective 
··self; the second volume, her gathering up of her creative 
spirit -- her second stage. James uses the phrase "middle 
years" to describe Isabel's journey back to G~dencourt just 
before Ralph's death. However, Isabel never reaches the end 
of her middle years. It is as though she were about to become 
c.reative; the ideal order for any individual is creative. A -
writer is a man who uses his creativity to make the appearance 
of the world reflect the reality of it, and Isabel is in this 
process. Since women in James are allies' of- artists,· but 
never artists, Anderson finds the ending of The Portrait of 
!. Lady unsatisfactory because it is impossible to make Isabel 
Archer into a man and launch her on a creative career.9 
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Because· Anderson •s allegory doe·ij _not .. fit, he concludes. -· 
that James has scrambled his moral elements.- James tacked 
" . 
,,,.-........ -
on to .. Isabel 9 s progression the promise he had made to himself; 
... - -~- -~e7"-'W-ilJ.-.veme-r ge.: .. ~f~rem----th!-s--,-pe-:r-~0d--~--o~-~onf.l-i-e-t-,;.7--·-the-- mi·dd·l·e···-·years--,-~·--·-·-·--•:,---~--. -_-.· --~~--:~· 
· · · · successfu.lly and be able to make full use of his creative 
- . ~,· ·~:-, ..... ~,., ... ,., .. - ... _,......,_. . ,, 
. ,_. 
~- ,. ,, 
powers. Anderson'-· believes that James' scrambling ·may- ·have-·----··~~-.----,.---,-·-----------













Ralph as the spectator of Minny-Isabel's descent into Europe. 
If Jam.es is the prototype for Ralph, thi.s fact would explain ..• • .. -9.. 
- K" . 
. ·.•'' 
.. 
Minny-Isabel's marvelous capacity for life. However, her 
descent into the valley of the middle years seems to belie 
that capacity for life. 10 
As we have seen, Anderson feels that the unsatisfactory 
nature of the ending of the novel is the result of an 
emble~atic inconsistency. Anderson is one exception to the 
.. 
consensus among the critics that James intended the ambiguity. 
Anderson finds little inconsistency in·the emblematic conflict· 
between appearance and reality; his allegory fi t_s. The 
conflict between appearance and reality, which plays upon the 
surface of the novel, is part-of.the elder James• concepts 
of our two selves and our ultimate uniyersality. In his 
1963 Introduction to the novel, Anderson pointa out that 
Isabel is not sure of her ability to judge reality, and she 
reels her high principles will keep her from judging wrongly. 11 
She fails to.see that appearances are all we have to judge by. 
Isabel is seeking an account of the world that will reflect 
.. 
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herportrait, the image of herself that she is receiving in 
_• -~ the second stage of her moral· developm~nt. ~ Merl:e assists 
-_ · · · Isabel to betray herself by catering to -Isabel I s own desire.- . 
. ' .. 
--- 56 
to be. a portrait, to have the world _give her an image of · - · ·, · . 
. -~- ~~;.:..,,- .... ". -_-.--~-~-~-. -;:.:r~----=-t2 .,, <2~-·--· ___ ,_-~----~--- ------~'!':- - ---·-----.--·--- ,_:- -, ··--·- -- ... __ .,: -, _._ ····· · .... '.-·-: •. ,-- .. ~------·--·-'·--·_- .. ··--·'.··--'----··~----~---"'---··:------·,--::-.,___:·'··...:-_. __ ~--T"'~,..:. .. :.:.~,"'--··-·--,--
< : · - · -_ : - hers·e1r. · - - · 
In- '.Che American Henry James, A~derson states th-at --t:n-e~,..----
teehnical difficulty th.at faced James was to give the _reader 




' ~. .•. ~ . 
• 
(. 
· adventure, of spreading her wings --- and yet ·convey that this 
·,"._l' •• ·~ ., '.,;,' ·' •• ' ' . • ........ , . ., , . .,,.,.. .. 
desir~·isreally frozen or/static.13 . Isabel is high, free, ,.,.. 
and bold in her approach to life, ·and yet, underneath she is 
"ignorant, self-centered, and afraid. 1114 Her marriage with 
~ Osmond offered her what she sought -- the aim of being 
exquisite; she failed to discover Europe in the emblematic 
sense of the proper use of .. experience that .. we have discussed. 
Both Isabel and Osmond sought in their marriage a mirror in 
which·to reflect the best part of themselves. Osmond wanted 
Isabel's mind to reflect his thoughts. Isabel felt she could 
J 
marry such a unique man wi thout·Joinding herself to the_ 
commonplace. As we have said, Osmond takes the portrait for 
•> 
the lady and tries to make the young American girl, who 
represents the whole promise of life, represent himself. 
One cannot move toward the ul tim.ate spir:ttuali ty by trying 
to use another person, or even the whole world, to represent 
oneself. Osmond's evil intent to preserve appearances has 
.,,--
• I 
special weight in Jame~' fiction ·beca~se such a static concept . , 




















-ul·timate universality to all mankind.--:~---'--~~--· __ ·1-
James had not fully itorked out his system of ideas based 
on his ~ather 8 s beliefs., and this incomplete system is 
: . ......... . . 
• i-_ - respo1isible for. the ___ emblemati~ incoherence in The Portrait of 
~;-~--,- .·~· - ·-·a: Lady.· --·°In -~pitEf ofthe-1:neohel'ence-Arid8rson·r1nas, he·----_~ ·-""c--~· :·--/?._/ .. - . . - ;,.-·--.~-· .. ~. ,,:;-~ 
:.c.:,· .. 
j 
. ' - ' . 
C 
-believes that Isabel has the·authority of existence and that 
her complications suggest life. James' ~rtistic powers were 
able to work on her in a way that his ideas were unable to 
. represent_! This occurred as a result of "the news of ·life. II-_ -
Isabel emerges and has substance in spite of Henry James, Sr. 
Isabel is like ·11re; she is not incredible in her "innocence, 
ignorance, and s~lf-absorption" which both "charm and a_lsrm 





""CJj!---'-'-~"c;-·-;--:--As we0 have indicated, the consensus among most of the 
other-critics has been- that James had no philosophical system., 
particularly not one based on the beliefs of his father. 
In 1944 F.o. Matthiessen had examined the systems of 
philosophy of the elder James-and William.JamesJ he concluded 
• 
that Henry James, Jr. was neither theologian nor philosopher. 
,- ' - ----~-----.-
·The novelist was concerned with beliefs that also concerned 
-
-- ---- ---- ·- -.------"----·----~ -- - .... --
his family, but he had hardly a trace of a system. Matthiessen 
saw the illusion of freedom as the doom of Isabel Archer, and 
~~=~---~,·----this problem did concern the whole James family, but that does 
.. not constitute a system. 16 Elizabeth Stevenson (1949) 
.-.. ---~--, ... · 
j ~. ~ ~ ' l; 
.. ~_., I • ' • ,_,.-' - ,- • examined James' novels and decided the ideas expressed therein 
served to illuminate human nature, but were not detachable 
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-
·_.Richard Chase felt that the -allegorical significance that 
Anderson toUlld in the later novels ,,as .. an ·important liscovery," ·· 
~ 
. . 
... _,. __ . :·:· -~ - ···--:·--·--·· -·-·-··-····· -
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Cargill quoted from James' little 
book, Hawthome, James' remark that alle-gory is "one of the 
,_ - ., ~; 
-lighter exercises of the imagination." Cargill also cited a 
letter Henry wrote to his brother William in which Henry dis-
'· 
avowed his father's beliefs; he said he could not grant his . 
. 
·father's extraordinary premises, nor could he be sure that the 
keynote of nature is humanity. 2° Few novelists have left us 
< such. a wealth of background mate·rial in working notebooks, 
letters, and prefaces; few· novelists have documented'· their 
soul-searching as completely as James. Since he disavowed 
any allegory, we must simply take his word for it. 
More to the point, it is a basic tenet of logic that we 
• 
-- ~ ... --- must always take t_he simplest explanation when, it fits the 
circumstance and accounts for the elements of the situation. 
Anderson's interpretation is unnecessarily involved and does 
· . not always fit the novel·. Wherever it does not fit he 
...... _, 




blames James, not his system. Anderson does not explain the 
ambiguity as well as James did when he said, "The whole of 
anything is never told. n But this observation does not end 
the attempts to account for the unsounded depths in Isabel 
Archer. 
. . 
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c-S ... ' .... ~_ ... , In "The Portrait of!! Lady: The Eternal MySteryof 
. . 
Things",-·, (1959), Lyall- Powers attempts to explain the un-
, ~ finished nature of the novel by -interpreti¥}g The Portrait of· 
······· .. - ----·-··-······ . ------ - . ··-·-··--
, -. 
· A·. Lady in -- terms of the paradox-.~=-o·f the fortunate fall and the 
--
. 
. ·pattern. of redem.p.tio~. . Powers ·p·oint~ otlft that. I~~-Q.~! __ !_! __________ ·---~~-~--··_· ~-J .. -~----
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~---··'-
.-.~-... ...... . ~ 
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. . ' . 
ear~.~r is defined by the polarity between Osmond, who wished· 
,. 
· her to have no freedom of mind, and Ralph, who was an apostle, 
indeed the author, of her freedom through her ·inheritance. 
· Ralph __ is. aware that he must not interfere in the rest ·of her ' 
. . 
' 
-life if -her freedom is to have any meaning, and his physical 
decline and death symbolically r~present his realization of 
. . ,... 
_. o.smond I s success in taking over Isabel. Powers calls Osmond 
"chief of that tribe of emotional cannibals who stalk through 
James's fiction." 21 Osmond's towering egotism makes him 
James' most completely evil cha~acter. The force of the 
evil is represented by conventions whose nature is dehumanizing; 
in The Portrait of a Lady -the institution Osmond represents 
-- ----- -- - --
is the Roman catholic Church. Pansy, the little conyent , . 
flower, represents complete submission to the authority of 
the church. Merle is Osmond's tool of evil. 
Powers believes that Gardencourt represents Eden, and 
the first chapters of the novel emphasize Isabel's 
"prelapsarian innocence." Isabel wishes to be free, and this 
-\ 
., is why she rejects the proposals of Warburton and Goodwood; 
in spite of her desire for freedom, she is reluctant to make 
her own choices and to accept responsibility. This reluc~ance, 
' ' 
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. her·· tragic flaw, ma}I.es_ her the easy----p-rey---o-f ·osmond. She is 
also entrapped py h~r o'tffi emotional .cannibalism: she desires 
~ ~ 
. 
· • to purchase Osmondo_ · Powers r~marks, "Poor Isabel had bought 
. ~-. . 
· the mansion of a love -- and had been possessed by it. "22 
. ' . 
=1..L -
-- -~-- -- -- ·- --- -
E·ve·ryone in. the. novel- notices a change in Isabel after-, 
-~~-----· -.. ~---·· -~--- . ----.. ·--··--·---- ·--·--·····'--··--"----------·_:__ ____ '._· ------·------·"---,-·-------· ·,-~----------- ····-··-~-'--··-·-·-·--'-·-···-----------·----------··------:--·-·-'_____,..., 
-three years of marriage to. Osmond. · Ralph see·s that she no 
longer represents --herself; she represents Osmond, and with 
this observation he is "lost in wonder at the mystery of '\ 
.. "' 
things." At this stage Isabel can. only see that although _:-_·::·:='.'.:;~:~=:_:_-
--·-·--- ... --·---- . ,· -·· . 
' 
Merle had made the, marriage, she had not made Isabel Archer;- . · 
--. 
Isabel sees ·herself. as the work of -- she scarcely knew what, 
~~f nature, providence, fortune, of the eternal mystery of 
things.u This phrase from The Portrait of a Lady, forms 
- - -----
the title of Powers' -essay, because Isabel's attempt to 
divine the nature of this eternal mystery provides the 
! 
conflict of the novel. 
She must first identify the evil and be aware of the 
~ knowledge she has acquired, but this identification and 
awareness is complicated by what she sees aif-her duty to 
"·o-. - ~.. -
her husband. Marriage to Osmond is surrender to the de-
humanizing influence of the Church. Because Isabel ls 
reluctant to admit the iden~ity of the evil she must face, 
she is unable to take any action against that evil until 
the death of Ralph, a Christ-like figure; thus the polarity 
-- Christ versus the Church. 
Isabel's return to Gardencourt against Osmond's wishes 
represents the theme of rebirth, her first act of positive 
.. 
~· .- '. . 
• . •-1 . -• : ~-
. ·~ .,~.. . .. . . " • 
• 






- L - . 
·. opposition. The death. theme, when she wishes for the same .A_" 
_,, 
· . release of deat:h thS1t Ralph is going to have, is acc~mpanied 
r 
-----
. by a. definite promise of rebirth both in · her · own reflect ions 
• ,·• • I 
. · - and· in the references toe· Gardencourt as ·th8-.. 1:place of new 
- ' . ' ' :-------;-. ~-~--"'·~. _,....._...· . -. ~~· _innoc-en-ee.,,_ -, -~Isabe-l-n.-s, ~-o-ri-gina-l~-leav-i:n-g-··-of--Gardenc-ourt~---·wa;s-'----~-4- .· '---' .· -· ~~~~~---~---
-,rl 
· &imilar to Adam and Eve's from Eden. When she goes back, 
.... -· 
it is not to an old innocen~e;~but to a new, higher innocence, 
. p~:-
- - ---- _· ---·-~----------··--------~--·------··-··-···· ...... . 
that comes to those who have -fallen and have been saved. She __ · ~·-~· ----
- --- ·-:-· ·--:- . . . ' - . - . . :~- ·. . , . -._7~ 
· ..... -.. ,_·_· ____ · . .- .:. : ..... : .. :.·-· .... _;_; __ ;,;_:;:.:__· ·--, ·~--·· ··--..-~··- ····_.:,'._ -
. -~ ·- .... ···---~ ..... _ .-.--·-· ... -
_ __._...__, ____ ·retunts_~_:to ___ he_r __ hus_band_.-to .... ·confront ..... the--ev-il:-·,ef-.--the'7·--world-.-~-~-""~-~~.c~~~-·-··. ·_:·~--~: ____ "_:' ... ·· .... : 
11She goes back to·whatever work the spiritually regenerate 
.·i. 
. •• - . . 
- \ • . •• >O.. •. : . --... ' • . 
- . --.. . --
n e c es s a. r i l y undertake here below. 1123 ,. 
Powers states that Isabel does not return to Osmond 
because of her determinati-0n to preserve the institution of 
marriage because that institution is in itself an evil. 
. ........ ~ ....... . She does not go back out of fear of sexual possession by ~ ~ 
~ 
Caspar because this takes into account neither the nobility 
of Isabel's character nor the whole pattern of development 
of the novel. She does not go back ~ ... for _ Pansy I s sake because 
she has told Henrietta that she has forgotten why she promised 
Pansy. Isabel returns because·or the death of Ralph, the 
death of Christ. What lies in store for her is symbolized 
by the exposure of Merle's duplicity and Merle's defeat, 
which gives Isabel her revenge • Isabel must hear, as Powers 
. 
does; an echo of the words from Paradise Lost, that one must 
not be loath to leave paradise because within one there is 
-.,~~"'c-,c=,· - - a far happier paradise. .Powers adds, "The career of Isabel 
Archer has the completeness of form of the familiar pattern 
J:..··· •· 
. . I 
• l/ 
,,··~ 
• •. 1 
~;' . 
--- _ ... ,.. __ ~_ .......... 
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-·---··-- ·----·- ____ .,,_. ____ -- --·-----------· 
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redemption., Of the fortunate ra11. 024 The straight path 
. Isabel follows back to. Rome "-is kno'WD. to us allo H 
In order to evaluate Powers• argument, we must see the 0 
-, 
J ..... 





__ .:- ~1 t .. is supported by the imagery. One finds the other half of 
. 
. . Powers-v ex~gesis a little more difficult!(to interpret. We 
must ask how Christ-Ralph and the Roman Catholic Church--· 
-----
~ - - -~-,-...----------. -··-- ---------- --
--0smond got· into -the Garden o·f Eden.··· ·· In ·Powers' argument l!!'ve, ~ ·-····- · .. : ... . ~~-_)f . . ~-~--··-·-~---···--·····'· ...•...... ·-·---·~- ' . 
·--- -- ,,--·-'-··-·--·~-- .. ~.--,--- ·-··-
·· .. ;· ".;·.: ;. __ . :. -- -
-
~ci~cc~"{::, .• ___ -~~- ,,~~~~~~_,~ __ ;;,.;~~c;:- 0.::>~\be-cause . of her .. telu.ctan.c~. to --~ke __ . ner -own choices, becomes .. . . . . • . . ' . - •,; ~ ... ·•"•_ ... _ •.. ,., ... --_-- "•·---·.·6-- ..... :--c:: .... ...., __ ._. -···· --·· _ _;- --· · .. ,.;.. ___ ·:. ,.; _ _.;., ;·:.::,·::: --~::_--~..:.; .. .-·-~-_:__- ___ ·---. :._·_-
--- .. . . -
- . . .. 
.J 
the prey of the Roman Catholic Church in spite of tlie 
liberating_ influence of Christ. Eve was expelled _f:rom Eden 
because of her deliberate choice, not because of her reluctance 
to make choices. Like Anderson's allegorical superimposition, 
Powers' system just does not work and does not add much to 
,.-0ur understanding of the novel. In refuting Powers Oscar 
Cargill (1961) points out that Osmond's evil in relation to 
Isabel_ does not necessarily reflect upon his church. Cargill 
. ' also says that the reader never knows how the nuns feel about 
I Osmond's using the convent as a place of imprisonment for 
'. 
... 
. Pansy; Mother Catherine tells Osmond that she feels Pansy ha.a 
spent enough time in the convent·. Cargill states that in 
.. general, James' attitude toward the Roman Catholic Church 
does not seem to have been exceptionally hostile. 25 In his 
attempt to show that the ending of The Portrait of~ Lady 
('. is complete, Powers constructs more eternal mysteries than 
he solves. 
• . . 
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. ... 
seen·the lack of success that occurs when 
. ·· · · ---··-a;ttempt to superimpose a sy~_tem of ideas upon the nove:i. A • 
I 
'.,. 
in the tradition of the American ·novel. In his 1957 study_ 
· ot 'fhe Portrait of .! Lady Richard c,~ase demonstrates how James: 
. . 
. 
.. blended the realistic elements of the- novel with the mystery or··-·---···-· 
--
the romance. Chase points out that the tradition of the novel 
form is basically English, but the American novel evolved ·1n 
--- ------·~----·-
_part from romance tradition and thus is freer and more daring. 
In the novel, character is more important than action or plot; 
in the romance, character becomes abstract, ideal., and merely 
a function of plot. In a romance the desired effect is 
mystery -- "experience uncontrolled by our general sense of 
the way things happen," as James put it in the Prefaces. 
In The Portrait of a Lad1 James was seeking an organic 
__ ___, _ 
., 
and self-contained effect based on detail and careful observation. 
J&Jlles was able to give up the extravagant events and startling 
-
. characters of romance without losing its mystery and beauty. 
' 
It is difficult, Chase says, to pin down any one element of a 
Jamesian novel as belonging to romance 11 because the author has 
so completely subdued and transmuted it .to suit his exacting 
novelistic purposes •••• it ·1mparts the glow of poetry to the 
realistic substance of the nove1. 1126 Chase points out that ., 
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· _· languag~ and the character of Isabel Archer. 
James blends the romance and novel traditions in the 
. . . 
. ' 
. . 
. ··- -.-J;&nguage cif The Portrait Of !_-:-Lady o · No· metaphor---i.s -eve.r 
. 
..· . ·. - ,· 
. - . : 
-
,;r • ~ . : ' .. 




figures of speech consist.of house and garden imagery, 
. ·.. particul~rly the contrast . of .dif'f erent kinds of houses. .The 
· question is posed whether a house· is a prison or the scene of' 
- . ~ . 
liberation • Isabel must leave her Albany house, which 
.symbolizes her way of life of fantasy and reading, to go to 
Gardencourt, which symbolizes the enriched life of the emotions 
and thought. The garden is essential to the metaphor. James 
-- ·tells us her nature has a garden-like quality. Chase comments, 
... 
' .... " 
"In a novel which describes a fall from innocence, it is 
. ,.,.,.,. 
suitable that the tragic action should be metaphorically ( 
. 
mirrored in the heroine's ~nd by this imaginative conjunction 
of the garden and the ancient house, in which the garden stands 
for Isabel's Eve-like i®-Ocence and the house for~ civilization 
that has lost its innocence but has acquired -- along with its 
-
.corruption -- wisdom, maturity, and the whole involved and 
valuable accretion of culture."27 
The .character of Isabel Archer is another way in which 





·. purposes. Isabel has a romantic view of life, but her author 
'· ' . 
~ sees the world with the more disillusioned,mo~e objective 
, view of the novelist. · James both shares the romantic view 
\. 0 .,.,c •L "=" --'' ~ ... ~, 
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.. 
-· o:f his ·heroine and separates himself from it. · Chapter 42, the 
.. 
-- -··-···-·-·· ---- .... --·'-···..,.-- --~--~. - .•. - ·-···--·-
·fireside scene is the supreme example, Chase believess of 
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--··:~~--·::.~ ~---···;~~ time rejecting the conventional devices of romance:H28 :~r- ·- ·. ... . 
\ 
Her meditations by the dying fire give the .;reader Isabel I s. 
sense of her_adventures, not a mere retelling of her-situation. 
She achieves a ,disillusioned and reali_stic perception of the 





The images that James uses belong 
as much to melodrama as to tragedy, and he conveys her 
-recognition in the house and garden metaphor. She has lost 
the gir-lish innocence of. her A~bany house; she has also lost -~ 
~ I! ',I]', I.',!!'. f, 'J:i i._, 
tti"e combination of innocence and experien.ce symbolized by 
Garden court. Her marriage has made her the inhabitant of 
_"the house of darkness, the house of dumbness, the house ot 
suffocation. 11 3° Isabel. comes to see Osmond's egotism as a 
"serpent hidden in a bank of flowers." 
Isabel has been the·victim of ttan elegantly sordi~ 
. ' 
·' 
~ -·--. -, ~-· -- - ~ ____ ... -- ........ 
. --- ··--·- ... - ------·· - --- - ---
------· -· 
conspiracy;u she has found the knowledge and suffering she 
had looked for, but it has_not been recompensed by any 
awakening of her human faculties as the result •. Chase points - -- ------...4-.-,,-~- ~--
out that we need to know James• justification for Isabel's 
suffejing because otherwise the novel ~s a mere melodrama, a 
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· · of his heroine and separates himse,lf from it.·. Chapter 42,· the 
. 
-- ~ .. '" . -
· . fireside scene is the supr~me ·example, Chase b~lieves, c;,f_ 
James O ability to capture along with the realistic. substance 
. f,:' ·;_, ( :·, 
. . . . of the story t~el)l? wonder and . beauty of :romance while at the . . 
--~--~-~-··. ~. ·.. -~~----=-::.~same--time -rej ectdng--the'---convent1-ona;i-11,ev1-ces-or- ro1n.ance~:u28- -~--· --------.. -~ 
II 
~- ... · 
-
·- ----- ,,$.·· 
Her meditation.s by the dying fire give the reader Isabel's 
sense of her adv~ntures, not a-mere r,etelling of her situation. 
. . . . . . : 
---·---- _. ----~--------~ --·----- ------· - ·- .. 
. . . . . 
. ·. 
. ' . She achieves a disillusionedand realistic perception o,f the· 
--- ~- -------· - -· ·truth about herself and about her situation which Chase calls : 
. _, .. _.. _ . .,,.,, '" 
• • 
• 
"tragic.recognitiono 1129 ' The images that James uses belong 
as much to melodrama as to tragedy, and he ·conveys her 
recogrii tion in the house and garden metaphor. She has lost ., 
,·• 
the g~rlish innocence of her Albany house; she has also lost 
the combination of innocence and experience symbolized by_ 
,-,. 
.Garden court. Her marriage has made her the inhabiaant of 




suffocation. 11 3° Isabel comes to see Osmond's egotism as a ' 
n~erpent hidden in a bank of flowers." 
Isabel has been the victim of nan elegantly sordid 
conspiracy;" she ·has found the knowledge and suffering she 
had looked for, but it has not been recompensed by any 
.. . . ... -• ~- -• 
awakening of her h11man faculties as the result • Chase points 
-out that we need to know James' justification for Isabel's 
suffering because otherwise the novel is a mere melodrama, a 
case of victimized innocence. James clearly admires Isabel, 
-~' · · "4 
)I;' 
.. ,. . 
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' . 
· even though,he, seems to tear her female~ aggressiveness, and -... ---·, ... 
·,. \. 
----~-----· ~-""-.. --~- ~ 
- -- . 
. .. '.,., .. ,.,-.,.. ·.·- ·.·-·----_-. . 
he enjoys pointing up her sexual coldnesso · Despite l1hat he 
calls her "deeply repressed sexu.ality," Chase finds that Isabel 
is too fully realized to allow us to consider h~r a· caseo~ . 
. _. \ . . -• •• .., ' , . ' • I 
~~-=f"'______c·~.-~·~"V·i:-c·t·tm:i-z·ea~:--frtnocl~rrce·;··-· ·------··1'·S nEf nas·c-s·cf···mafiy~--p·owers"·,----···tmi:rer·:re ct'~,,th-o·u~->LJ._,_,,__ __ ~.........,., -"----·- -
q .,, I • \ • ·-. - . 
---·---.·-------- .·---- -"-
they are, of knowledge, of feeling, of imagination that her 
fate must sure_ly issue in some crucial way from her ~eing the -
'\ 
sort oi person she is. n3l 
Chase finds justification in Isabel's 11 blindness to 
reality, a distortiom of awa-reness, that puts her at the mercy 
of the perverse and self-destru.ctive inner motives struggling·· 
in her for the upper hand. 11 32 
James underscores Isabel's romantic, unrealistic view of 
life; her view of the world is colored by. the romantic American 
heritage of transcendentalism and puritanism. "Isabel sub-
scribes to the American romance of the self. She believes that 
the self finds fulfillment either in its own isolated integrity 
.... 
or on a more or less transcendent ground where the contending 
fore-es of good and evil are symbolized abstractions. She sees 
her fate as a spiritual melodrama. 11 33 
Isabel wishes to observe life, but not to feel, and 
, 
------possesses the cold amorai-~aloofness of on·e who wishes to .... ~ - C-" - - .. - • 
-·- .... observe life at a distance. .Osmond I s talk about making life 
a work of art appeals to her high ideals as well as to her 
aloofness. She cannot see the withering aestheticism in his 
ideals or his need of her money; too late she understands 
' 
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that she is cherished only to the extent that Osmond can add . 
--. her to his collection of art objects, . The Unpardonable· Sin,.· 
It!, 
. . . . 
' ' 
· _the· cold manipulati.on of- other--humap_ b-e_ings, · is just as. evil 
whether the motive\Jis aesthetic or not •.. 
~...;.., .,,.. . • -.-~--~-----· ;~ •• 4> ~~-~---~--Isabel-.r,espond.s .. -·,t·~·--~-char.ac.ter._._onl.y._c-•t-~--.. &---,highJ..~·1e~el.~-0f~~~~ -· .. ~_·.· -
. ' ., . . . - ' . 
. 
·-- ·--- --·----------------- ·----~-- -----
·abstraction; her idealism, like· any idealis~, is incapable of. 
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,. . 
because sh~ sees marriage to a nobleman as conventionally 
romantic, when actually he is offering himself as a man. 
Instead, she chooses Osmond because she se~s him as a high·'· 
priest of the life of perfection. Her romance of the self 
demands that this disinterested pursuit of perf_ection be 
carried on high above mere possessions. In her conversation 
with Merle which contrasts the extrinsic and intrinsic view 
of possessions, Isabel also reveals her idealism. tt She find a . · 
it inconceivable and rat.her degrading that anyone should · 
suppose the self to be in any sort of dialectic with the mere 
.. 4 
things one ls surrounded by."'3 She supposes Osmond to have 
found fulfillment of self high above mere possessions;, she 
comes to see that he above all men is enslaved by things. 
Chase calls the moral world inhabited -by Isabel and 
· .. ~ 
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corruption of such an idealism is Osmond's hedonism. The 
tragic implication for Isabel is that such an ideal-ism asks 
one to seek the 11 fully lived life" without descending from 
high plateau into actual conditions ~f living. So Isabel· 
. :. ,::-::·.--....:: •. :.... _:_~_,.,.:....; -c.:· ::--__ , __ :: .·c..: : __ :., ._·..:;.:, -=-- - -...;....; .;. .. --·-.-=-;. ,;:;:_ - ;....., '::, .. : : - _ _;. c_ ·.__. 
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-·:-··sees the wo·rld ;Js a ·romancer does; she can only conceive of . 




- -- James brings Isabel's poin_t of view around from ·that of the.. 
Chase points out that 
-·····------------ __ .. _________ ,. ___ Jj _____ --------'····---·" ---· .. , _______ ...... 1---·- ' 
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• I ,Ill 
while assimilating the- appeal of romance into his novel by.the 
-
_11etaphoric language and the charm of his heroine~ 
' ' We have seen that Anderson's interpreta.tio\ of the novel 
requires our entry into a whole world of philosophic idealism, 
aased on the beliefs of Henry James, Sr. Anderson's bootstrap 
myth -- the beautiful function inherent in us all that will 
someday bring us to ultimate universality -- is similar to 
. -Chase's concept of the American roman~e of the self, where the ""' . 
forces of good and evil contend on a transcendent ground apart 
from the conditions of everyday living. The important difference 
between the two interpretations lies in Anderson's reliance on 
the assumption that the novelis~ believed in the bootstrap myth._ 
Chase maintains that only Isabel was an idealist and that James 
-
pointed out the tragic implications of such a belief. Chase 
points out that character is abstract in the romance, but he 
do~s not see character as emblematic for the contending forces. ' . 1. 
~ 
·, within the individuai personality as Anderson does. Chase 
makes no attempt to supply a philosophic basis for his int~r-
pretation because he is interes·ted in the tradition of the 
novel not its author ts philosophy. 
Both Powers and Chase emphasize the Eden myth. P~wers 
aeea that Isabel achieves a new innocence -- the innocence ot 
. . . 
---- -- -· -··- - - ---- --- • --r-- - ~ - -- - ---- ~- -- -··-- - -~. - • ~ - -- --~ - ---·---------.-- "--:--- -----..-- --- - __ ....... ~ -----·- ------·-- --~- • ------- - - -- -- 4 - - -- - ----,-~~- -----.'-- ____ ·, ... - •.• _ •••• _ _._. ___________ ,. .·>· .'. ·-··-- ·--···";··-·· >..-----.--- - ..... -. --- --··· .. - . 
.. _ 
. 1· 
. ~· . 
· those who· have fallen, are .saved, _ and go about the . work of · 
the spiritually regenerate. Chase finds that Isabel loses 
> > 
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·, 
Anderson·, the novel has an emblematic conclusion -- Isabel is 
· still in the· process of pulling herself up by her bootstraps • 
. 
Each of the three critics sees ... i,n a different __ light the degree 
- . 
to which Isabel. is responsible for her tragic mistake. le"' 
Anderson blames· her desire to use Osmond to reflect her own 
image. Powers states that her tragic flaw is her reluctance 
to accept the onerous burden which is a concomitant of freedom. 
Chase blames her inability to see reality because of her 
romantic idealism. 
We have seen that Richard Chase believed that James was 
rejecting zomance as a moral view of the world, even while 
assimilating it into the tradition of the novel by means of 
metaphor and the charm of his heroine. Chase felt that only 
" Isabel sees her fate as spiritual melodrama. Leo B. Levy :., .. .. 
-·, 
(1957) has pointeq out the melodramatic elements in The Portrait 
of a Lady. 
-
By refusing to exploit external situati_ons, James 
invested his character's consciousness with the excitement of 
melodrama. At the same time, James rejected the specific 
techniques of plot contrivances and the excitement of incident 
peculiar to melodrama. Th~ general ideas of virtue rewardet\ 
~ and of the heroine's initiation into evil come from melodrama. 
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idealism that seeks the freedom. elf a generous life and ~") 
.courageously invites self-knowledge. 11 36 The first part of 
the novel defines the mind and sensibilities Qf Isabel; she 
~.iS ___ iBl&gin~tiY-&t----i-Il.te1l-e-e-tual;Ly----eu-r~OUS"·,--·-··'·romant·i:c·,'··-an·a··;:---· --------· ~~~~ · ... 
j ? ,.,:.,..,, .. ~t-J-J'<> • ...i"'"''"~ conventional. . She a-ssumes that the superiority of the 
.. European culture guarantees its morality. 
' The unrelieved mal~gp.ity of Osmond that Isabel ·cannot 
.. 
. ~ ........ ,q ...... ,.,. ;• 
see is the very stuff of melodrama. Levy see-s Isabel as 
completely blameless;-she is the innocent victim of 
conspirators too clever for her. He points out, furthermore, 
that James shows so little compassion for Osmond that the 
credibility of Isabel's return to him is destroyed. Isabel 
returns because she believes in taking the consequences of 
her acti'ens, but the blackness with which James paints Osmond 
makes her action incredible. Her return heightens the· 
"irrational and hysterical" qualities of h-er nature and 
;.-, .. ,.,. "-'" ....... '"'"'"'' 
exposes her "compulsive and masochistic" side. However, her 
knowledge of the facts of the conspiracy is a great satisfaction . 
to her because she is smug. Isabel's initiation into evil., 
like that of the heroine in a melodrama, "widens the gap · 
between the two moral states of good and evil, instead of 
narrowing that gap through love. 1137 Levy comments that 
·Isabel's return to her husband is an act of self-immolation, 
of renunciation, which i·n. all of James I fiction represents 
--·-··--- --
' 
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. q_ . 
· · ··tevy• s difficulty is that he overstates his case. He 
t.'...:: I • 
· . sees Isabel I s good and bad points, and he notes the _ 
--·-·--
. ·· roundedness of her characterization, but he over-emphasizes 
--------· 
-· . ,• 
·--··------·· 
as an innocent victim of victimization and then he points 
·, ~~'\ 
. ,• ~ -
up her hysterical and masochistic side. He never tries to 
· see Osmond as Isab·e1 sees him. 
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· ·, .. Particular Aspects of the Character·_of Isabel Archer: 
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In-this chapter we will take up studies·whose authors 
kept their insights on -smaller horizons and explicat~d. a 
particular as.pect of the novel. Frederi-ck Crews in The 
- -e) 
!ragedy of Manners discussed the novel in terms of· the meta-~~ 
physics of the definition of the self, and William H. Gass 
· in "The High Br\ltali ty of Good · Intentions II wrote about James 1 . 
emphasi~ on the evil of ht1man manipulation. In the Image of 
Europe in Henry James, Christof Wegelin traced Isabel Archer's 
progression from idealism to realism. Many critics have used 
the imagery to explicate problems in the novel. R.W. Stallman 
. -~ 
----------- ! in The Houses That James Built used imagery as a_,_p_~imar-Y---s-oul'Ce · · . 1 
.to· explain. the duality in Isabel I s nature. 
Three studies have discussed the particular problem of 
sexuality in The Port1--ai t of ~ Lady. ·Edmund Volpe in "James 1 
Theory of Sex in Fiction" pointed out that James does not 
portray sex explicitly becaus_e he is interested exclusively · -- ---------.---.. 
in man's inner world. William Wasserstrom in Heiress of All 
the Ages: Sex an-d Sentiment i~ the Genteel Tradition has 
place Isabel in the Victorian tradition. William B. Stein 
' 
in uThe Portrait of a Lady: Vis Inertiae 11 expressed the 
idea that Isabel's refusal to acknowledge her own sexuality 
' ,.-_. 
• 
' . *'°'' 
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. ··'" 
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·. is .responsible f'or· her "simpering inanity." .... 
. ·.. . . .:....... ... , 
.. 
. . I 
. -\'. 
· .. ·.-········ 
·~- .. ··- .. 
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Moral Drama in the Later Novels of Henry James felt that in 
The Portrait of a Lady "everything that happens may be ~¥en 
----------
. L-~ . ' . l 
as a gloss on the little debate on metap~ysics. 11 All the 
I 
action in the novel is a result of philosophical differences 
of opinion among the principal characters, re,sul ting f'rom 
the characters' varying social backgrounds. Crews is 
interested- in the polarity of Isabel's and Merle I s concepts 
r&'f' 
Isabel se~s the self as never overl&pping ~ith 





of .. the self. 
tfi13 "more or less accidental circumstances _of one's fortune," 





... is still real. Her self is autonomous because· society does 
not prescribe its borders. To Merle "the outer limits or· 
one's self are determined by the context in which it exists."2 
Merle sees herself as others see her, but Isabel' sees 
.~ herself from the inside. Isabel, however, also wishes to see 
others from the inside. "Other people may possibly ~istake 
·., 
the shell for the core, but she herself will dismiss all 
external evidence not only in her own case, but in judging 
others as well. 11 3 · Isabel learns the error of disregarding 
appearance in judging others. Her marriage to a man with ,a 
false appearance not only teaches her this lesson but also 
has an effect on her very capacity for living. In conscious 
I ,., " 
• 
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. She has to prove that her inheritance )nakes no difference to 
)\ . -
-her self, but_ .she is anxioµs to transfer the. burden of her money · -
~ ' 
defines it in external terms •. Crews ,states that at the 
beginning of the novel, Isabel sees society as an external· 
force that has nothing to do with her individual dignity. 
. . To Merle, individual dignity is a purely social concept; 
virtues like honesty, decency, and tact are dependent upon a 
congenial social atmosphere. By the end of the novel, Isabel 
has learned that although other people neither constitute a 
part of nor circumscribe her self, they can be a threat to 
her individuality. She has moved reluctantly toward accepting 
a significant part of her enemies• attitude. Crews says, 
nAlthough her moral stature is greater than ever at the end 
. 
of the novel, she has cast doubt on her original philosophy 
of the soul's invulnerability; indeed, her vulnerability is 
..• 
the source of our final uneasiness about her future. 114 
William T. Gass (1958) in uThe High Brutality of Good 
--- -Intentions n discussed James' treatment of the evil of h11man 
manipulation. Gass believes that The Portrait of~ Lady 
was James' first full scale investigation of what it means 
to be· a consumer of persons and what it means to be a person 
consumed.5 The use of other persons for one's own ends. 
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'"~::::---~---constitutes evil whether, the intentions ·are" good· or evil. 
· ·"Jam.es knows,·as his creations so often do not, .that this ·.·>)·· ... .. ··.·. . . 
\~' 
... 
manipulation.is the essence, the ultimate germ.., of the 
evil the whole of his· work condemns, and 1 t is nowhere 
- ·- ' ·-··-~ ·.--· ·-·-·- - . --- .. . 
G 
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more brutal than when fronted by the kindest regard and 
. - J 
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H11man manipulation ... becomes an esthetic problem when 
···,.,_ .. , ,,, .. ., .. "''•·•·· 
the artistic part of one's nature fosters a desire to use 
. 
people as a medium of expressio~. Gass feels that both 
I 
Ralph and Osmond are artists. Ralph wishes to exhibit 
Isabel; Osmond wants to create her in his own image. 
~"., Ralph's manipulation is evil in spite of his good ·intentions-. 
_,,, .. -. :; ' . 
-----·-----
Isabel is not entirely blameless, however, because she 
possesses 11 a certain willingness to be employed, a desire 
to be taken up and fancied."7 Jam.es demonstrates in The 
Portrait of~ Lady that the~value of life lies in 
experiencing it, in the integrity of the given; we must not 
look for usefulness. 8 
We have seen that ~any critics have dealt with the 
international theme as an opposition of values. F.W. Dupee 
(1951) believed that Isabel learned the limitations of life 
from her European experience. The same year Henry s. Canby-
-
discussed strength and innocence of the new world and 
···--·-·-
believed that only a new culture could have produced Isabel. 
Again. in 1951 Arnold.Kettle stated that Goodwood, more than 
Isabel, was symbolic of America. In examining the whole 
• 
: . ,· 
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Jameaian canon, Michael Swan (1952). b.elieved James had made 
. . 
· .· 11 ttle advance i~ the formulation o~ ~he opposition of 
values in The Portrait of a Lady; the problem of propriety 
---
versus __ naturalness ____ merely~ve~r-- reality __ to the __ psyeho~~c;,g~~~!.,.~~-------............... 
---~lli 
. t~ 
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• 
. 
that Europe represents experience or civilization and that. 
,. -~- ' -<-,... 
America represents innocence and· moral r·igor. The~e critics 
deal with the international the~~ as· a·. ··dialect_ic ot values; 
Am.er:tcan ·1nnocence .. or naturalness or moral rigor is anti- . 
thetical to European limitations, propriety or civilization. 
Other critics were primarily interested in Isabel's 
American heritage of values. In 1944 F.Q. Matthiessen 
. . . 
. . 
demonstrated how inadequate Isabel's transcendental view 
of freedom was. Her nineteenth-century American tradition 
... 
had blinded her to evil. Philip Rahv (1949) pointed out 
that Isabel's pursuit of happiness and her view of the 
extrinsic worth of possessions are peculiarly American. We 
.. 
saw in the previous chapter.that Anderson based his whole . 
. 
interpretation on the assumption that James had accepted 
American transcendentalism. Chase found that Isabel was 
proof that the American romance of the self was inadequate 
to meet. the conditions of everyday life and could even result 
in tragedy. 
Because other c~itics dealt with the international theme 
either as a dialectic of values or as a particularly American 
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Henry James (1958) is especially important for· -it_s emphasis 
on Isabel's growth of consc.iousness G Wegeli~n pointed -out · 
_c_, that The Portrait of a Lady is not a simple contrast· of mor~·1 
---===- ----- -- - ~ .......... 
and esthetic values, but both kinds of values must unite in 
•'"t 
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' the process of consc·1ousness. The opposition of · values is 
--- -----
'"' ·" 
. .,,.,,_,., ..... 
• ,
- ------- -~· -
represented by the· contrast between freedom or American va1·ues 
and tradition or European values.9 Isabel's American 
,, 
'· 
conventional ways of thinking, combined·w1th:o~r integrity, 
intelligence, and imagination, cont-ribute to both her strength 
··and weakness. Part of her strength is her freedom from 
entanglements, such as family ties, poverty, or traditional . 
forms of acting. Her weakness is that she lacks the experience 
-----· 
with which to check her imagination or upon which to base her 
choices. 
Wegelin believes that Isabel is an idealist searching 
for the good life, experience understood and assimilated. In 
the early portions of the novel, James' irony is directed at 
Isabel's romantic illustions; however, in the later portions 
of The Portrait of a Lady James drops the irony and puts the 
-- ----- -- - --
emphasis on Isabel's capacity for assimilating and profiting 
from her European experience. Isabel gains in strength as 
_______________ __ .. she learns from her exposure to Europe how to -transform 
suffering into.moral knowledge. Wegelin brings out that some 
_i',· 
.. 
critics oversimplify when they see the novel as.a mere 
• opposition of American moral superiority with European cultural 
• ·l · superiority • "Consciousness is, ultimately, the soul of 
James' art, in which 'force and bea_utiy, 1 the moral and 
aesthetic become one. 1110 The clearest opposition of American 
' ..... 
' . . 
- . - . -. ~. 




···· .. and European values·-."i:s~ b·etween Isabei~ arid Osmond.. Osmond 
tries to imprison Isabel . in . traditions J . Osmond · has made the ------· -... 
. _ .common mistake of Americans in Europe; he mistakes the form 
for the thing. · The chief danger . that Europe represents to · ··-·------ --------------·---- ---




Americans ·~s "the danger that the order, the form, which 
· results from the action of the spirit on experience, becomes. · 
frozen and self-sufficient and final~y imprismns the very 
spirit which gave it birth. 1111 Art must continue to create 
true meanings from experience; one must not be trapped in the 
past as Osmond is. Isabel thought Osmond loved order and . · -.... 
form, and she was correct. She could not see that he had 
divorced form from life, that it had become frozen. 
Isabel learned that free energ_y, as exemplified in 
America.,· can explode in sheer mindless activity; such energy. 
'needs order and form to define itself. Isabel the idealist 
learns to become Isabel the realist, because she learns the 
proper place of order and forni in life •. Life then becomes 
creative; she learned to make her life a work of-8.rt. 12 
_! 
· Wegelin sees Isabel I s journey as a progression from. 
idealism to realism. .. ·R.w. Stallman· (1958) examines the 
imagery in order to define Isabel's romantic quest from 
ignorance to the truth which she cannot allow herself to face. 
_______ Stallman comments, "Beginning with the Albany house and 
concluding with the Rome palace, Isabel ends her quest where 
' She began it--in a house of darkness. 1113 Stallman points 
< • 
' 
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corresponds with an actual building, showing how James~could ........,.--- '· ______ .,. '. 
- . convert the literal into the symbolic., . . 
i' . . ...... · 
--------· ----· - ·- -· ·-· Stallman points out that all the crucial events in 




marriage, fo! example, occur in both houses· ·and gardens, but 
. ·. -· ._c-------~--------C-----the---only- -proposal-------resulting-·-in\marriage----·o-c·c:u·rs·~---1n···a house-.·-----------~----- __ .-,..--.-.-----------------
:_ ______ .. . . ,,---· ----· --·-- -·-
. 
. Stallman finds that events occur in houses "because houses 
+ 
represent the accumulated refinement and corruption of our~- · · 
cigilization, our tragic history echoing·throughout the House 
of Experienee. 1114 ·Isabel discovers the treachery of Merle 
in a .. house; the eonspir~~Y ·between ·osmond and Merl~ -is plotted 
...... ~ .. <,•• o••· •:• l><W 
' • ••••''" • ~ 
. -• •. 
in a house • 
-- -·-·-----------·-- -- --· --··- -------
. The duality in Isabel's character is represented by the 
I' 
-:--_-_._ ~.-- - . - ·"' 
house-garden and the light-dark ambivalence in the imagery. 
One side of Isabel I s nature is _composed of great expectations · 0 
and romantic illusions; the other side is her dread~of _____ _ 
surprises that might force her to make choices. Isabel 
e prefers to see everything as romantic and picturesque •. When 
she first meets Madame Merle at Gardencourt, she notices the-
beauty of Merle's playing, but fails to notice that it is 
indiscreet to be playing the piano.while Dai:iiel Touchett is· 
dying. Isabel desires to see Gardencourt and Osmond's 
~·-··_____ ·Fmorentine villa as picturesque; Stallman. says James makes 
'-~ ,•' 
clear their forbidding reality. 
. The other side of Isabel's nature, her dread of ,-' -- c.t' -"-""' ·~•-•-< ~-- - ·-• g<&,- ~ ' • •, 
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--bolted door-,si.gilifies her sexual frigidity (even -after -her 
marriage,· as we knowby.her 0 cold yellow bedroom, she remains 
essentially virginal); it-signifies also_her propensity for 
sanctuary from life and the proprieties of protective / . 
. . . . ,, . 
~-~~~-~~~ . . . 
con~en~ions. "1'5.. Stallman goes on ~o c~m~~~~ -Is~b;l~;-*fnd--·----.t,_---·---- . - - . --- ----- . 
~ .... -. 






-1(ith the bolted .. door- .... _ her predilection fo~ fixed ideas 
traps her. 
· ""•'t:~ .. :.."fif,C.'lt:IU .. ~~ 
Isabel's Albany house and Gardencourt represent her 
unwillingness to become involved with life. Isabel never 
unbolted the door of the small, dark room of her Albany 
house; Gardencourt denied contact with the outside world, 
even to Henrietta, who had to go to London to find life. The 
light-dark ~bivalence in the imagery occurs throughout the 
··-···· 
novel. Isabel finds that her marriage puts her in "the house 
.. 
of darkness." After Ralph's death when Goodwood comes to 
rescue her, she runs from him to the lighted sanctuary of 
Gardencourt. Stallman says, "Isabel is as .. predictable as the 
moon itself. We know her various phases from the start; one 
phase is her quest for enlightenment, another is her quest ~jr 
.. darkness. 1116 
We. have seen other critics use_imagery to reinforce their 
interpretations of the novel. Dorothea Van Ghent pointed out 
the changes in the architectural imagery throughout the novel;. 
the building imagery becomes more constricted as Isabel's 
., ..... 
world--narrows throughout her marriage. Richard Chase indicated· 
• 
that the garden stands for Isabel's "Eve-like innocence 11 and 
that houses represent::a civilization which has lost this 
• I ,·:a.· 
' r 
. t, • • I· 
... 
\ 
. "' . 
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,. . 
· innocence. va11··-·Ghent and Chase use the imagery to support 
.· their interpretations of the whole nove~; Stallman confines 
his comments to Isabel's character. Stallman barely mentions 
( the garden· imagery which occurs ·.throughout the nove.l; thus he 
I 
--.. ~------. -~ ~-~----··--...... .. ----------'-'-8-eems----~-t-o·--·-n-ega-te----i--t s--·-~Jll.J!!)l't-an-<:!~~~~~~-=-· : -----~-----.----~-------~...::--..:.:.:.:_·. -:.·---~-------~~------.c..,..._ ___ ~ . 
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-- "· ......... ··~- - ~ 
I·I. 
Stallman is not alone in mentioning Isabel's sexual 
.. 
frigidity. ·rn 1944 Matthiessen had also said she was 
"essentially virginal" even after her marriage and the.birth 
, 17 
and death of her child. Edmond Volpe_ (1958) in ''James I s 
theory of Sex in Fiction" emphasized that J~es was not 
,,,..... 
·interested in depicting overt actions unless they revealed 
\""'·······/ 
something about the inner world of his characters. Goodwood's 
embrace of Isabel is a rarity in the_Jamesian world because ----
~ James is more interested in Isabel's reaction to the kiss. 
• 
Her response reveals her fear of sexuality. Volpe comments, 
"James paints the surface world only when it will serve to 
illuminate the inner world of his characters or make concrete 
the intangible feelings and human reactions he is describing.ul8. __ 
Another study that discussed sexuality blamed Isabel's 
.ignorance of sex for her poor choice of husband. William . 
.. 
Wasserstrom (1959) placed The Portrait of~ Lady in the 
"genteel tradition" of Victorian England. Women in James•· 
.-:-.. 
day were kept ignorant of sex, and Jam.es recognized the 
stupidity in making them victims of society. Girls in 
. . 







•:.: .• ,_,.,:i}:i::;,_~·-.-:~ .. -.-."," ··.··· 
.,. 
-
Victorian England -and in Amer4-e-a-shared---a common--dttemma: -
conflict between the inner life of natural longing and · _ 
.· r . . the outer life of social restrictions. Isabel refused two -~--------·:~--: __ .. .c- •. -
. ,. 
worthy suitors~~a,rra ·marr:lea··a fortune hunter out of this -c------ ---~------
--- ---· -·· 
~ __ _...._._J _ _. _ __... ~...,,.i___,1.___,,__.._ ,...__..__...: • • r "'~~.__..__,____.. 




sex is not supposed- to help mold decisions, she is unable 
·-, to distinguish among choices which involve the application 
of its force. Once Isabel has been initiated, however,· 
19 she does understand herself." - Her lni tiation, . Goodwood' s-
kiss, comes too late, because Isabel is resigned to being 
Osmond's wife. 
William Bysshe Stein (1959) in examining the influence 
of Henry Adams on Henry James concludes that Isabel is ,, 
' 
' psychologically abnormal and The Portrait of a Lady is a 
-- ----- -- - --
satire on .American women. 
\ The Education of Henry A1dam 
In 1907 Henry Adams published 
/·-·-..... ~"\._ 
in which he caricatured the 
American woman as sexless, as wanting to compete with the 
male, and as obsessed with the abstractions of independence. 20 
\ 
~ Stein sees reason to believe from The Portrait of ~ Lady t·hat 
James anticipated with Adams and may even have read the 
manuscript of Adams• book, before James turned to the 1907 
revisions of his own novel. In his revisions of The Portrait 
.) of ! Lady, "James betrays the awareness that his original 
characterization of Isabel had failed to communicate her 
21 simpering inanity." Stein believes James' retouched 
portrait of Isabel was clearly influenced by Adams' caricature. 
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. t . Ste.in does not see the novel as a "characterization of woman -· . ~ . . 
. 
..... ,;,•'_: 
,.- : ' ... :; '.'", .. .. ,,: ·. ~·\ 'i ,, ,'1.: 
consistent with univers1 female psychology"and 
we must credit James w:fh a more sardonic wit• 
feels that· 
James' 
narrator betrays his mock sympathy in several places in the 
----~-·---------- --- _._ 
. . 
. . . 
. · .. · . 
. . . 
... -. . 
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~·-·--------~~,~. ··~-. ---no·v·er-;··-·-and~--·he-· s·ne-ds his mask to - burlesque the authorial 
intrusions of other Victorian novelists, like Trollope. 
Isabel, a Victorian Griselda, finds sacrifice a pleasure and 
enjoys flaunting her unhappiness before her friends. 
The duality.that James expressed in Isabel Archer.was 
caused by the position of the American woman in nineteenth-





station, had usurped the American woman's biological autonomy; 
at the same time she was being told that_material progress was 










: ..... f:i . 
• 
primary source of emotional identity, her sexuality. 'fhe · 
material progress of the nineteenth century made her more 
~ependent on the 111.aterial productive capacity of the male. 
Money ten4e. d to neutralize th1~, , sexual role of the female \ 
__ i\ 22 
and made her "an expensive and expendable luxury. " Woman 
now tried to redefine her social role in the abstractions of 
art and religion, because she could no longer surrender to 
the primal instincts of sex. a 
James used Caspar Goodwood ·to examine ·Isabel's place 
in this redefinition of woman's role. Isabel's feeling 
when she first refused Goodwood's proposal is sharpened in 
revision to· indicate her view or him as a modern machine; 
•• L. 
·,· 
. - - - ---~---~---
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./ ~~ '84. 
··his ·sheer force repels her, not by .. vir.tue __ of ... he.r purity, 
but because she has denie~ her sexuality. . · Isabel is _____ , ___ . ___ _ 
-
,. 
-- -- . . . ........... -- - . . .. ,."':"'!.~--- ......... _......... 
. ....... , -· ~ relieved when Goodwood ·has gone, and James expresses her ~~ 
- .. -~\. 
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-~ ------
' - ·- -- .... - -- -- -
• 
violent emotional attachments.· She has defied her own 
She has purchased an 
. 
nature and her own womanhood. 
intellectual virgi~ty.•23. 
Lysistrata." 
Stein calla her"an American 
Isabel married Osmond,_ Stein. feels, because Osmond 
,, ' 
negated all the factors which threatened her illusions of 
female freedom; Osmond possessed neither the strong sexual 
force nor the economic or political power of her two 
previous suitors. Stein bases this portion of his inter-
pretation on James• revision of the description of Osmond's 
Florentine Villa. The original read, "It looked somehow 
as if, once you were in it, it would not be ea--sy to get 
out." The revision reads, "It would need. an act of energy 
to get Out. ~24 Th h th h 1 1 t e ouse· serves as e p ya ca surroga e 
of its owner. Stein feels the revision foreshadows Isabel's 
return to Osmond at the end of the novel; the Rome palace, 
like the Florentine villa, represents to Isabel "a refuge 
from her uncertain womanhood." As we have mentioned, when 
Osmond proposes to Isabel, she thinks of his proposal in 
terms of "the slipping of a fine bolt -- backward, forward, · 
she couldn't have said which." Stein believes Isabel's 
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. represente~ by the image of the-·-·slipping of the bolt, - · 
which is added in the revision • . ,., .. , "It reveals a compulsive 
fear of sexuality in which puritanical inhibition att·ires 
.. ~-- itself in the modest robes of morality. 1125 We saw that 
. I~ I..,. .. , ,. . . . . . f /II 
' ~-· :1 
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desire for.sanctuary from life. 
Stein finds Isabel suffering from a delusion that she 
has some great wealth of pe·rsonality to offer the world, 
but actually she is compounded of fatuous illuBions. In a 
sentimental novel this could be forgiven; however, James' 
Preface makes it clear that he intended a psychological 
study of human behavior. We must conclude, therefore, that 
Isabel is abnormal. Isabel's actions can only be explained 
by viewing them as a portrayal of the stagnant emotions of 
. 
the Victorian female. Isabel does not change, only her 
situations do, because she has defected from her biological 
function of woman in nature. "In the process she had 
renounced the fate_ that was ·ordained for her when Eve, 
bored with the static innocence of the Garden of Eden, 
' 
flirted with the urbane serpent. 1126 Stein points out that 
garden imagery is frequent in this novel, as it is in any 
J'amesian novel when he is concerned with "emotional 
perversion." Isabel flees from all her lovers because 
she is ashamed of the primitive sexual force in her nature. 
"Ashamed of the Eve in her genetic constitution, she affects 
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. . 
inevitable-because of -her failure to· change emotionally; 
. . 
1i. represents the {"pathetic. triumph of conventional moralism · · ·· ~-
. . . . . 
over instinctive integrity."28 Isabel cannot give heri;elf. 
in love because that would mean emotional death; her only 
. .,., • ! 
:...."'""~·. -~~--:---··~-· ~---·---: ..,.......:. __ iii"el'lt:ity is her' deluded . innO~ence. . . . Is&be·1 has. been -. . .. . ·-·:cc: c-'. • 
-----------~--·-_-···_· ----deprived of her primal identity because American capi-ta-Iism--~-~-
has destroyed the natural basis of the relationship between 
. ' . 
... 
.. 
the sexes. "The promiscuous charity of a rootless and 
·sterile commercialism passes a·sentence of doom upon the 
redemptive feminine in_ twentieth-century culture. James' 
( r 
portrait of Isabel, like Adams' Education, is certainly a 
prophecy that has come true in our own times. 11 29 
Both Wasserstrom and Stein attempt to explain Isabel's 
conflicts in terms of the social restrictions of her time. 
Wasserstrom claims that James sees the stupidity of society 
in keeping young girls innocent of sex. Stein blames 
American culture for :tsabel!s inability to acknowledge her 
sexuality. Oscar Cargill mentions that some of the 
revised images upon which Stein bases so much, existed in 
the original version and were merely extended in revision.30 
Stein is the only critic who sees The Portrait of! Lady 
as a satire, and one must protest against his evidence. 
A few of his observations are interesting,. but on the whole, 
his argument just does-not stand up. James was not taken 
in by his heroine I s romantic ideals, ·but he did fell an 
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~~~- -Conclusion . .-- - i:> ' · ___ -- ~-. ·, t . ·,.) 
·Isabel Archer• s story of tragic disillusionment is -
. ' . . . . ' 
an exploration of the mystery· t.Jnd depth of her inner life, · 
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-of-this thesis that two Isabels were presented in The 
-
_ Portrait of a Lady: Isabel as she sees herself··and Isabel 
----------
' ........ ' ·~ 
as the reader sees ~er. We saw that the critics' failure 
to perceive these two images is a major reason for the 
confusion in the scholarship. Actually, both Isabels 
change; her concept of herself ch~nges as readily as she is 
.,· 
changed by her adventures. Obviously, as she gains in 
self-knowledge, the two images move closer until they merge 
at the end of the novel. 
Isabel as she sees herself is revealed through her 
conversation as well as James' description of her thoughts 
and of her sense of her adventures. Isabel as she appears 
to the reader is rtvealed through the comments her author 
makes, the choices she makes, and things other people say 
about her. She sees herself as ready for adventure,_ as 
desiring the best that life has to offer. As the reader ·-···· 
sees her, Isabel is compounded of ideals and illusions. 
At the same time that he sees her desire for self-fulfillment, 
the reader recognizes that her innocence and inexperience 
aake her almost totally unequipped to meet the exigencies of 
everyday living. No less a factor in Isabel's quest for 
...... 
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enlightenment -1·s her romantic· d·e-Eerm.ination to see-----th-e--world · ~ 
as a place of -brightness and of free expansion. She does 
not wish to descend from her high plateau of idealism· to 
face reality, but the reader sees her great capacity for 
,: .. 
-Herein lies the irony. If consciousness is to grow, if_. the 
self ·1s to be fulfilled, this process can only take place.in 
. a world, where ideals are a guide, not a deciding factor. The . 
irony results fro~ her innocence. Her idealism spurs her 
' 
search for the.highest experience life can offer; her 
--
1 gn o ran c e of life makes her a little afraid of the nature of 
the knowledge she is seeking. 
Isabel is completely credible in her journey to find her 
self. She is a dreamer whose ignorance, pride, and self-
absorption make her substantial and tangible. Her vigorous 
imagination gives free play to her fantasies about the nature 
of reality. The action of the novel corrects her romantic 
illusions -- ·and in the most tragic sense. The smashing of 
, 
her ideals is tragic because the world really ought to be 
the way _she sees it at the beginning of~the novel. 
Isabel Archer learns many lessons during the course of 
The Portrait~ a Lady. 
institution of marriage. 
She learns the true nature of the c:, 
She idealizes Gilbert Osmond 
because she equates intelligence and good taste with integrity~ 
She marries him because she thought he had achieved what she 
sought: self-fulfillment on a high plane far above mere 
everyday life·. Her inexperience did not allow her to see 
• 
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Another lesson that Isabel learns .is about the nature >I.,,,., :, ;,.7 . 
of evil. By bitter experience, she learns that people dQ 
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.<.. fear of living in actuality was justified by the depths of' r 
evil that human beings sink to. She also learns a great 
deal about freedom. · She highly prized her independence at 
the beginning of the-novel, and her innocence is responsible 
for her inadequate concept of freedom. Unlimited freedom 
in the real world is an illusion she must cast off. ··· Isabel 
learns that -commitment to others is a higher good than 
complete independence; this is the anguish of freedom. She 
learns th~t the highest calling of mankind is the-capacity 
to give to others; she exhibits that lesson when Ralph dies. 
·she goes to Ralph, not so much in defiance of her husband's 
wishes, but because ~he now sees the possibility of a 
higher necessity. 
Isabel's highest triumph is.her refusal of Goodwood's 
proposal and her subsequent return to her husband •. This is 
a triumph because it demonstrates that she has mast~red the 
lessons of life that she set out to learn. Had she stayed 
with Goodwood, she would have proved that Osmond's opinions 
of how wives act were correct. She would also have 
~ccepted as a way a life a mere travesty of her original 
. ,-, 
idealism. Although she has learned that life is 
-
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necess~rily a· compromise between the internal world- of· 
. ,_ 
idealism and the external world of necessity,. _she also 
.. 
. --· ~ . ·' 
knows that· the highest integrity consists- in maintaining· 
.. . 
. . . -t~ose ideals· as a. guide ···book on her continu•l journey to 
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17H.G. Finn and Howard c. Key, "·Henry James and· .GeEftation," 
... College English, XXI (1959), 173-5 declared that ~sabel's baby 
wa.s born only six mont~s after her marriage to Osmond. They 
" 
concluded that either the baby was premature, Isabel Archer 
. . 
is no longer "the high principled, noble example of American 
. " womanhood or James did not know.gestation took nine months. 
. -4 
Finn and Key were answered by .Jack E. Wallace, "Isabel and -~ 
the Ironies," College Eneilish, XXI (1960), 497. Wallace's 
article maintained that' the baby was born ten months after 
the marriage. John Broderick, "Henry James and Gestation: 
.. 
( ../~ 
. ;i~ A· Rep+y," College English, XXI ( 1960), 497~500 wished to i:~ 
\l~·1 
·- ~--'···"':--=----------~---·-· - ----- --rrr exonerate Isabel from 11 the suspicion ·of premarital dalliance i\1~ 
·.·•·:1. and her author, Hepry tJames, from vagueness on. ge.stational ' .. ' 
'·.··1 
' ·, 
processes." Finn and Key apologized in the .same .vd>lume 
for their seeming irreverence and noted that they had ~de 
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·Nineteenth Century Fiction, XIII (1958), 46. 
19-william Wasserstron, Heiress of All The Ages: Sex and 
20w1111am Byuhe Stein, "The Portrait of a Lady: Vis · 
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Inertiae," Western Humanities Review, XII (19~9), 178. 
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21 
· Stein, p.178. Stein submits no evidence that James may _____ _ 
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